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Abstract
As computer architectures become more complex, the task of writing efficient program to best utilize the underlying
architecture’s power increasingly becomes an extremely difficult and expensive process. Traditional approach of
expert manual tuning of software performance becomes infeasible as both software and hardware complexity grow.
To make things even worse, the relative cost of man labor compared with that of machine computation increases
rapidly. One approach to attacking the problem is automatic library generation via empirical evaluation. The essential
idea is to have a meta-program automatically generate other high performance program via empirical evaluation and
intelligent search. The methodology has been successfully applied in several application domains, such as numerical
computing, signal processing, sorting, etc.
This dissertation extends the automatic library generation methodology to emerging untraditional computer archi-
tectures and to a more complex application domain. Specifically, it consists of two parts of work: First, it studies and
implements an automatic matrix multiply library generator for graphics hardware – a specialized architecture with
enormous computing power for graphics applications; Second, it uses machine learning techniques to automatically
select the best algorithm for frequent pattern mining problems according to input characteristics.
In order to utilize the tremendous computing power of graphics hardware and to automatically adapt to the fast
and frequent changes in its architecture and performance characteristics, this dissertation implements an automatic
tuning system to generate high-performance matrix-multiplication implementation on graphics hardware. The auto-
matic tuning system uses a parameterized code generator to generate multiple versions of matrix multiplication, whose
performances are empirically evaluated by actual execution on the target platform. An ad-hoc search engine is em-
ployed to search over the implementation space for the version that yields the best performance. In contrast to similar
systems on CPUs, which utilize cache blocking, register tiling, instruction scheduling tuning strategies, it identifies
and exploits several tuning strategies that are unique for graphics hardware. These tuning strategies include optimizing
for multiple-render-targets, SIMD instructions with data packing, overcoming limitations on instruction count and dy-
namic branch instruction. The generated implementations have comparable performance with expert manually tuned
version in spite of the significant overhead incurred due to the use of the high-level BrookGPU language.
Frequent pattern mining is a fundamental problem in data mining and a large number of distinct algorithms have
iii
been proposed to solve it efficiently. However, no single algorithm outperforms all the others since their relative
performance highly depends on the characteristics of the input data. In the dissertation, we present a machine learning
based approach to select the best frequent pattern mining algorithm based on the input characteristics. Three of the
fastest publicly available algorithms, FP Growth, LCM and Eclat, were extensively evaluated using synthetic data sets.
The results of these evaluations were used to train a support-vector machine (SVM) prediction system, which is then
used at runtime to predict the best mining algorithm for real-world data sets. Our experiments show that the runtime
prediction overhead is negligible and that the trained SVM prediction system usually identifies the best algorithm. In
case of misprediction, the selected algorithm is still competitive in performance. Thus, our approach generates an
adaptive, SVM-based algorithm whose performance is close to optimal and is significantly better than that of any of
the single algorithms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The pursuit of higher performance has been one of the persistent themes of computer system research. In recent years,
the fast evolution, increasing complexity, and increasing diversity of computing platforms poses a major challenge to
developers of high-performance applications: software development has become an interdisciplinary task that requires
the programmer to have specialized knowledge in algorithms, programming languages, and computer architectures.
Furthermore, tuning even simple programs tends to be expensive because it requires an intense and sustained effort—
which can stretch over a period of weeks or months, if not years—from the technically best expert programmers. But
the manual tuning or adaptation of software implementations to a particular platform also leads to a vicious cycle: the
code developer invests tremendous energy tinkering with the implementation to exploit in the best way the computing
resources available, simply to realize that the hardware infrastructure has become obsolete in the interim as an effect
of the relentless technological advances reflecting Moore’s Law. This has led to large repositories of applications that
were once well adapted to the existing computers of the time, but continue to persist because the cost involved in
updating them to the current technology is simply too large to warrant the effort. To break successfully this cycle, it is
necessary to rethink the process of designing and optimizing software in order to deliver to the user the full power of
optimized implementations on the available hardware resources.
Traditionally, for portability reasons, tuning is usually confined to a library of a small number of heavily-used
computational kernels. For any given architecture, a considerable investment in time and effort is needed to optimize
performance for it. The process of customizing a numerical kernel’s source code to optimize performance requires a
comprehensive understanding of the exploitable hardware resources of that architecture. This primarily includes the
memory hierarchy and how it can be utilized to maximize data-reuse, as well as the functional units and registers and
how these hardware components can be programmed to generate the correct operands at the correct time. Clearly, the
size of the various cache levels, the latency of floating point instructions, the number of floating point units and other
hardware constants are essential parameters that must be taken into consideration. To realize high performance on the
complicated architectures for even the simplest of operations often requires tedious, hand-coded, programming efforts.
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It would be ideal if compilers are capable of performing the optimization needed automatically. However, compiler
technology is far from mature enough to perform these optimizations automatically. Since this time-consuming cus-
tomization process must be repeated whenever a slightly different target architecture is available, or even when a new
version of the compiler is released, the relentless pace of hardware innovation makes the tuning of numerical libraries
a constant burden.
The difficult search for high performance software is compounded by the complexities of porting and tuning
numerical libraries to run on specialized architectures, which dramatically differ from traditional general purpose
architectures and potentially outperform significantly traditional ones for software that fits in their special niches.
Given the fact that the performance of common computing platforms has increased exponentially in the past few
years, especially some specialized processors, scientists and engineers have acquired legitimate expectations about
being able to immediately exploit these available resources at their highest capabilities. Fast, accurate, and robust
software have to be encoded in libraries that are highly portable and optimizable across a wide range of systems in
order to be exploited to their fullest potential.
In addition to the problem of optimizing kernels across architectures, often times there are several formulations
of the same operation that can be chosen. The variations can be the choice of data structures or the choice of basic
algorithms. The variation in the best algorithm usually depends on input characteristics, where offline tuning cannot
help. Intelligent software adaptation at runtime that takes into account input features is required.
The ever increasingly complex computer architectures and the large space of variations in data structures and
algorithms make it an extremely difficult research problem to find the best form of software for achieving the highest
performance. Therefore, new methodology of software performance optimization is needed.
1.2 Empirical search based performance tuning
To attack the aforementioned challenges, a new software performance tuning methodology, empirical search based
performance tuning, has been proposed and applied to a few application domains. The idea is to represent the perfor-
mance tuning problem as the problem of finding the best version out of multiple versions of implementations capable
of solving the same computing task. The different versions of code usually come from applying various compiler
transformations, software restructuring techniques, or choosing from different data structures, different algorithms
etc. The best version refers to the one that optimizes some targeted metric, that can be any meaningful measure of
efficiency, such as CPU cycles, power consumption, throughput, load-balance, etc. Usually minimizing CPU cycles is
the main concern of software performance tuning.
To find the best version, traditionally software performance tuning is carried out by experts who have intimate
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Figure 1.1: Types of performance tuning
knowledge of the underlying architecture and the software domains. As the relative cost of expert man-power increases
and hardware evolution speeds up, automatic software performance tuning attracts more and more interests. There
are two alternative ways of automating software performance tuning. One is through analytical modeling, the other is
through trial-and-search or empirical search. Analytical modeling method only applies when the interactions between
affecting factors are well understood and can be mathematically modeled as a constrained optimization problem.
However, this prerequisite is increasingly difficult to satisfy as the hardware become more complex and dynamic. The
empirical search method however relies on empirical evaluations of multiple code versions and an intelligent search
strategy to efficiently prune and explore the space of code versions to find the best. The empirical search based tuning
has gained a great deal of popularity in recent few years. Previous research [YLR+03] has shown that sometimes
analytical modeling can be used together with empirical search to speed up its search process. Figure 1.1 depicts the
categorization of performance tuning.
Several research projects that applied the empirical search based automatic tuning have been proved to be success-
ful. As we will further describe in Chapter 2, the previous research in the area focuses on general purpose processors
and some classic well-studied scientific computing tasks. In recently years, specialized architectures such as graph-
ics hardware (GPUs), network processors, multimedia processors have enjoyed a faster evolution pace than general
purpose processor in both the peak performance and architecture innovation. There is growing interest to perform
conventional high performance computation tasks on them. How to best utilize the fast and dynamic architecture
poses new challenges. Empirical search based automatic performance exhibits great potential due to its capability to
automatically adapt to fast changing architectures.
According to the optimization target, performance tuning can be coarsely divided into two categories: architecture
oriented tuning and input oriented tuning. The first kind typically involves tuning a set of kernels offline, where the
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efficiency of computation is mostly determined by the interaction between the software and the underlying architec-
ture. The second kind requires online adaptation that takes into account the input characteristics and chooses the best
variations in algorithms and/or data structures or problem formulations. In this thesis, we refer to the first kind of tun-
ing as the kernel tuning problem, refer to the second kind as the algorithm selection problem. Note that the algorithm
selection problem is usually harder than the kernel tuning problem because it has to occur at run-time and must have a
low overhead. In reality, complex computing tasks might require performance tuning in both aspects: each candidate
algorithm is a tuned kernel whose performance is determined by the interaction of the software implementation and
the underlying architecture; algorithm selection is performed at run-time to choose the best tuned kernel for each given
input.
1.2.1 Automatic kernel tuning
Kernels usually refer to heavily-used code snippets that form the building blocks of higher level computations. For
example, Discrete Fourier Transforms can be decomposed into a set of smaller transformations. Large linear algebra
routines are carried out by applying lower level primitive operations, such as vector-vector, matrix-vector and matrix-
matrix operations corresponding to BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subprogram) level I, II and III respectively. The
potential of achieving higher performance comes from restructuring the code to cater to the underlying architecture
features. For general purpose processors, it usually involves optimizing the usage of memory hierarchy, scheduling
hardware resources such as functional units, registers. Using the compiler optimization at its best, optimizing the oper-
ations to account for many parameters such as blocking factors, loop unrolling depths, software pipelining strategies,
loop ordering, register allocations and instruction scheduling, etc. are crucial for machine-specific factors affecting
performance. The hardware parameters such as cache size, memory latency, instruction latency, number of registers
play critical roles in affecting the performance.
1.2.2 Automatic algorithm selection problem
When no algorithm dominates, one is faced with the problem of deciding which algorithm to use; in 1976 Rice named
this the algorithm selection problem [Ric76]. The basic idea is that the algorithms provide a classification of inputs,
with each class consisting of the set of inputs for which a particular algorithm is better. One wishes to find a classifier
that associates (with high probability) each input to the correct class. One approach that has been studied by several
authors [LBNA+03, LGP05, TTT+05] is to use machine learning algorithms for this purpose: A training set of inputs
are selected; the algorithms are run on these inputs and each input is labeled with the best algorithm; the classifier is
trained to identify the labels; the resulting classifier is then used during execution to select which algorithm to run.
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1.3 Contribution of the thesis
Automatic tuning matrix multiplication on GPUs
In the past decade, graphics hardware, a.k.a graphics processing unit (GPU), has enjoyed a faster growth than what
Moore’s law dictates. By utilizing extensive parallel and vector processing units, modern graphics hardware dramat-
ically outperforms the most advanced CPU. As a result, a growing interest has been raised in performing general
purpose GPU computation, namely GPGPU. GPGPU’s ultimate goal is to enable the GPU as a powerful coproces-
sor to CPU and offload computationally intensive tasks. GPU algorithms for dense matrix multiplication [AM03,
HCH03, LM01], FFT [MA03], database operations [GLW+04], sparse matrix conjugate gradient solver [BFGS03],
ray tracing [CHH02, PBMH02], etc. have been studied and demonstrated to work on graphics hardware.
In order for general purpose computing to fully utilize the power of graphics hardware, it is critical to tune software
to cater to the underlying architecture. Tuning software performance for a particular hardware architecture usually re-
quires detailed knowledge of that architecture. However this requirement is difficult to meet for graphics hardware
because: First, most GPU vendors do not release their products’ architectural internal details, such as cache organi-
zation, rasterization algorithm. Second, programmers have only indirect control of the hardware through a vendor
supplied driver, which dynamically loads, compiles, optimizes and executes the application supplied programs. The
optimizations done by the dynamic compiler inside the driver are transparent to the programmer. Third, graphics
hardware evolves fast. Every six months, GPU vendors introduce a new generation of graphics cards. A well tuned
program for a particular generation of architecture may turn out to perform badly on its successor generation due to
changes in the underlying architecture.
The difficulty in tuning performance for a fast-evolving hardware architecture makes self-adaptive software desir-
able. Automatic software tuning for general purpose processors has been studied for some years. Previous research
in this field centered around automatic generation of high-performance numerical routines, such as dense and sparse
matrix operations [BAwCD97, IYV04, WPD01], sorting [LGP05], FFT [FJ05], signal processing [PSX+04], by im-
proving software’s spatial/temporal locality, instruction scheduling and dynamic algorithm selection to cater to modern
processors’ deep memory hierarchy and pipeline design.
Automatic tuning for graphics hardware presents new challenges. First, graphics hardware uses a non-traditional
programming model that complicates the mapping of algorithms to the hardware. Second, as graphics processors are
vastly different from general purpose processors, new tuning strategies are needed. Common strategies for CPUs, such
as cache blocking, loop unrolling, software pipelining rarely directly work on GPUs. Third, since graphics hardware’s
architectural details and machine parameters are usually withheld by vendors, the use of performance models either
to prune search space of automatic tuning or to replace search is more difficult to realize on graphics hardware.
The work done in this thesis is the first attempt to implement an automatic tuning system to generate numerical
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libraries for graphics hardware. More specifically, it studies automatic generation of high-performance matrix multi-
plication on graphics hardware, as matrix multiplication is the most important building block for a variety of numerical
libraries. In contrast to ATLAS [WPD01], which utilizes register tiling, cache blocking and instruction scheduling to
achieve high performance on pipelined processor with deep memory hierarchy, our approach automatically tunes
matrix multiplication to graphics hardware’s unconventional architecture features, such as SIMD instructions with
swizzling and smearing, multiple-render-targets, limited instruction count, limitation on branch instruction, varying
shader models, etc. Our automatic tuning system is capable to generate matrix multiplication implementations with
comparable performance to expert manually tuned version despite the significant overhead incurred due to the use of
a poorly supported high level language.
Automatic algorithm selection for frequent pattern mining
Frequent pattern mining is the problem of finding subsets of items that occur frequently in a set of transactions. It
has many applications such as finding association rules, correlations, or causality. Since the introduction by Agrawal
et al. [AIS93], a large number of algorithms have been proposed. During the FIMI (Frequent Itemset Mining Im-
plementations) workshops [GZ03a, JGZ04] different implementations of well-known pattern mining algorithms were
submitted and their relative performances were evaluated on a few datasets.
In the thesis, we present an SVM (support vector machine) [Vap95] based learning method to train a classification
system that selects a frequent pattern mining algorithm based on input characteristics. Our main contribution is
to demonstrate the viability of this machine learning approach for frequent pattern mining algorithm selection. In
particular (1) we identify a set of input features that can guide the selection and (2) we show how to generate synthetic
data sets that are representative of the real-world data sets and that can be used to train the input classifier. As
a result of our contribution, we obtain a hybrid algorithm that is better that any of the three selected algorithms
(LCM, FP Growth, and Eclat). Our experiments show that the performance of the hybrid algorithm is on the average
only 12.5% worse than that of the optimal algorithm, and 65.3% better than LCM that obtained the best average
performance for all the tested inputs. We believe that the approach will extend to other choices of basic frequent
pattern mining algorithms.
1.4 Organization of the thesis
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: in Chapter 2 we introduce some related research projects to the
thesis. Chapter 3 describes the streaming programming model and the architectures for graphics hardware. Chapter 4
elaborates the algorithms for performing matrix multiplication on graphics hardware. Chapter 5 presents our automatic
matrix multiplication tuning system for graphics hardware and its experimental results. In Chapter 6, we introduce
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the frequent pattern mining problem, the algorithm selection problem for it and the support vector machine tool. In
Chapter 7, we present our automatic algorithm selection system for frequent pattern mining using support vector
machine. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with some potential future research directions.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
Automatic library generation via intelligent empirical search has been studied in many projects. In this Chapter, we
will briefly introduce some of the most relevant and representative projects. They are categorized into “kernel tuning”
and “algorithm selection” types.
2.1 Kernel Tuning
2.1.1 ATLAS
ATLAS (Automatically Tuned Linear Algebra Software) [WPD01] is a tool for the automatic generation of optimized
numerical software for modern computer architectures and compilers. This tool has initially focused on level three
BLAS operations (matrix-matrix multiplications) and also a few routines from LAPACK (Linear Algebra PACKage)
that have high potential for optimization. Traditionally, the optimization of these routines has been a tedious, archi-
tecture dependent, hand coding process. Codes automatically generated by ATLAS have been able to meet and even
exceed the performance of the vendor supplied, hand-optimized BLAS, on a range of platforms.
It uses a parameterized code generators that can generate multiple versions of matrix multiplication code according
to input tuning parameter values. These tuning parameters control different software transformations that affect L1-
cache blocking, register tiling, instruction scheduling. The generated code’s performance is empirically evaluated by
actual execution. A search engine is then used to search over the implementation space for the version that yields the
best performance. An alternative approach to empirical-search based tuning is to use analytical model to determine
the best tuning parameter values [YLR+03].
2.1.2 PHiPAC
The PHiPAC (Portable High Performance ANSI C) [BAwCD97] is another automatically tuned library for BLAS III
compatible fast matrix matrix multiply. First, rather than code by hand, it uses parameterized code generators whose
parameters are germane to the resulting machine performance. Second, the generated code follows the PHiPAC
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(Portable High Performance Ansi C) coding suggestions that include manual loop unrolling, explicit removal of un-
necessary dependencies in code blocks (if not removed, C semantics would prohibit many optimizations), and use of
machine friendly C constructs. Third, it takes advantage of search scripts that, for a given code generator, find the best
set of parameters for a given architecture/compiler.
2.1.3 Sparsity
The SPARSITY [IYV04] system targets at the problem of sparse matrix-vector multiplication, which is an important
computational kernel that performs poorly on most modern processors due to a low compute-to-memory ratio and
irregular memory access patterns. Optimization is difficult because of the complexity of cache-based memory systems
and because performance is highly dependent on the non-zero structure of the matrix. SPARSITY addresses these
problems by allowing users to automatically build sparse matrix kernels that are tuned to their matrices and machines.
SPARSITY combines traditional techniques such as loop transformations with data structure transformations and
optimization heuristics that are specific to sparse matrices. It provides a novel framework for selecting optimization
parameters, such as block size, using a combination of performance models and search.
2.1.4 FFTW
The FFTW library [Fri99, FJ05] for computing the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) has gained a wide acceptance in
both academia and industry, because it provides excellent performance on a variety of machines (even competitive with
or faster than equivalent libraries supplied by vendors). In FFTW, most of the performance-critical code was generated
automatically by a special-purpose compiler, called genfft, that outputs C code. Written in Objective Caml, genfft can
produce DFT programs for any input length, and it can specialize the DFT program for the common case where the
input data are real instead of complex. Unexpectedly, genfft “discovered” algorithms that were previously unknown,
and it was able to reduce the arithmetic complexity of some other existing algorithms. FFTW employs a high-level
description of execution plan for decomposing large Fourier transform into smaller specially optimized kernels, named
“codelet”. A dynamic programming based search process is performed at runtime, when input transform size is known,
to find the best execution plan.
The innovation in FFTW consists in having a variety of composable solvers, representing different FFT algorithms
and implementation strategies, whose combination into a particular plan for a given size can be determined at runtime
according to the characteristics of your machine/compiler. This peculiar software architecture allows FFTW to adapt
itself to almost any machine. The main reasons for FFTW’s superior performance are the following: 1. FFTW uses
a variety of FFT algorithms and implementation styles that can be arbitrarily composed to adapt itself to a machine.
2. FFTW uses a code generator to produce highly-optimized routines for computing small transforms. 3. FFTW uses
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explicit divide-and-conquer to take advantage of the memory hierarchy.
2.1.5 SPIRAL
The Spiral [PSX+04] system extends FFTW’s idea to more general signal processing with high-level tensor notations
and genetic algorithms based search. SPIRAL is a generator of libraries for fast software implementations of signal
processing transforms. These libraries are adapted to the computing platform and can be re-optimized as the hard-
ware is upgraded or replaced. The main components of SPIRAL include: a mathematical framework that concisely
describes signal transforms and their fast algorithms, a formula generator that captures at the algorithmic level the
degrees of freedom in expressing a particular signal processing transform; a formula translator that encapsulates the
compilation degrees of freedom when translating a specific algorithm into an actual code implementation; and, finally,
an intelligent search engine that finds within the large space of alternative formulas and implementations the “best”
match to the given computing platform.
For a specified transform, SPIRAL automatically generates high performance code that is tuned to the given
platform. SPIRAL formulates the tuning as an optimization problem, and exploits the domain-specific mathematical
structure of transform algorithms to implement a feedback-driven optimizer. Similar to a human expert, for a specified
transform, SPIRAL “intelligently” generates and explores algorithmic and implementation choices to find the best
match to the computer’s micro-architecture. The “intelligence” is provided by search and learning techniques that
exploit the structure of the algorithm and implementation space to guide the exploration and optimization. SPIRAL
generates high performance code for a broad set of DSP transforms including the discrete Fourier transform, other
trigonometric transforms, filter transforms, and discrete wavelet transforms. Experimental results show that the code
generated by SPIRAL competes with, and sometimes outperforms, the best available human tuned transform library
code.
2.2 Algorithm Selection
2.2.1 Dynamic Sorting
Sorting is an example of applications which need to be tuned not only to the architecture but also to input data’s
characteristics. There are numerous efficient sorting algorithms favoring different kinds of input data. In the dynamic
sorting library, Li et al. [LGP04, LGP05] study machine learning techniques that extend empirical search to the
generation of algorithms whose performance depends on both the input characteristics and the architecture of the
target machine.
They observe that various sorting algorithms perform differently depending on input characteristics. They first
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study if it is possible to predict and select the best sorting algorithm for a specific input. They develop a machine-
learning based technique to find the mapping from architectural features and input characteristics to the selection of
best algorithm. The mapping is used at runtime to make selection of sorting algorithms. Experiments show that their
approach always predict the best sorting algorithm and the runtime overhead due to the selection is below 5%. On top
of their first study of selecting a “pure” sorting algorithm at the outset of the computation as a function of the input
characteristics, they further develop algorithms and a classifier system to build hierarchically-organized hybrid sorting
algorithms capable of adapting to the input data. The results show that such algorithms generated using the approach
presented are quite effective at taking into account the complex interactions between architectural and input data
characteristics and that the resulting code performs significantly better than conventional sorting implementations. In
particular, the routines generated using their approach perform better than all the commercial libraries that they tried
including IBM ESSL (Engineering Scientific Subroutine Library), INTEL MKL (Math Kernel Library) and the C++
STL (Standard Template Library) for the chosen input distribution.
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Chapter 3
Streaming Processing and Graphics
Hardware Architecture
The advancement in semi-conductor fabrication technology has made it possible to incorporate enormous computation
resources into a single chip. How to translate the increase in transistor density into the increase in performance
becomes a big challenge for computer architects. Designers of graphics hardware have been quite successful in
meeting the challenges by utilizing an unconventional architecture which takes advantage of the so-called streaming
processing model.
3.1 Technology Trend
Because of the increase in clock speed, the amount of time it takes for a signal to travel across the entire chip, measured
in clock cycles, is also increasing. Nowadays, on the fastest processors, it takes multiple clock cycles to send a signal
from one side of chip to another. This worsens new generations of processors. Put it another way, the communication
cost increases relative to computation cost.
In the mean time, memory latency will continue to improve more slowly than bandwidth, designers must imple-
ment solutions that can tolerate larger and larger amounts of latency by continuing to do useful work while waiting
for data to return from operations that take a long time.
Power consumption also starts to be a big challenge to architecture designers. Although smaller transistors require
less power than larger ones, the number of transistors on a single processor die is rising faster than the amount at which
power per transistor is falling. Consequently, each generation of processors requires more power: it is estimated that
the maximum power allowed for 2008 chips with a heat sink is 198 watts. This power constraint will be one of the
primary limitations of future processors; the future figure of merit may no longer be the number of operations per
second but instead the number of operations per second per watt.
In addition to the above technology trends, the fact that real-time gaming has emerged into a huge market pro-
vides the economical foundation for enormous investment in specialized software/hardware systems to optimize its
performance. The need for specialized hardware is especially stressed when its performance is far from optimal on
general purpose processors. The reason is because conventional general purpose processors target general programs
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that have less parallelism, more complex requirements, and lower performance goals than graphics rendering pipeline.
As a result, CPU designers made different design choices that result in poor mapping to the graphics pipeline. In
addition, CPU memory systems are optimized for minimum latency rather than the maximum throughput targeted by
GPU memory systems.
Therefore, to optimize graphics application’s performance, specialized graphics hardware that takes advantage of
graphics application’s enormous data parallelism has been designed and implemented. Before we dive into graphics
architecture, we first described the streaming programing model for graphics applications.
3.2 Streaming Programming Model
In this section, we describe the streaming programming model used by graphics hardware. This section is mostly
based on the description from [Owe05]. In the stream programming model, all data is represented as a stream, which
we define as an ordered set of data of the same data type. That data type can be simple (a stream of integers or
floating-point numbers) or complex (a stream of points or triangles or transformation matrices). While a stream can be
any length, we will see that operations on streams are most efficient if streams are long (hundreds or more elements in
a stream). Allowed operations on streams include copying them, deriving sub-streams from them, indexing into them
with a separate index stream, and performing computation on them with kernels.
A kernel operates on entire streams, taking one or more streams as inputs and producing one or more streams
as outputs. The defining characteristic of a kernel is that it operates on entire streams of elements as opposed to
individual elements. The most typical use of a kernel is to evaluate a function on each element of an input stream (a
“map” operation); for example, a transformation kernel may project each element of a stream of points into a different
coordinate system. Other desirable kernel operations include expansions (in which more than one output element
is produced for each input element), reductions (in which more than one element is combined into a single output
element), or filters (in which a subset of input elements are output).
Kernel outputs are functions only of their kernel inputs, and within a kernel, computations on one stream element
are never dependent on computations on another element. These restrictions have two major advantages. First, the
data required for kernel execution is completely known when the kernel is written (or compiled). Kernels can thus
be highly efficient when their input elements and their intermediate computed data are stored locally or are carefully
controlled global references. Second, requiring independence of computation on separate stream elements within a
single kernel allows mapping of what appears to be a serial kernel calculation onto data-parallel hardware.
In the stream programming model, applications are constructed by chaining multiple kernels together. For instance,
implementing the graphics pipeline in the stream programming model involves writing a vertex program kernel, a
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Figure 3.1: Mapping the Graphics Pipeline to the Stream Model
triangle assembly kernel, a clipping kernel, and so on, and then connecting the output from one kernel into the input
of the next kernel. Figure 3.1 shows how the entire graphics pipeline maps onto the stream model. This model makes
the communication between kernels explicit, taking advantage of the data locality between kernels inherent in the
graphics pipeline.
The graphics pipeline is a good match for the stream model for several reasons. The graphics pipeline is tradition-
ally structured as stages of computation connected by data flow between the stages. This structure is analogous to the
stream and kernel abstractions of the stream programming model. Data flow between stages in the graphics pipeline is
highly localized, with data produced by a stage immediately consumed by the next stage; in the stream programming
model, streams passed between kernels exhibit similar behavior. And the computation involved in each stage of the
pipeline is typically uniform across different primitives, allowing these stages to be easily mapped to kernels.
The stream model enables efficient computation in several ways. Most important, streams expose parallelism in
the application. Because kernels operate on entire streams, stream elements can be processed in parallel using data-
parallel hardware. Long streams with many elements allow this data-level parallelism to be highly efficient. Within the
processing of a single element, we can exploit instruction-level parallelism. And because applications are constructed
from multiple kernels, multiple kernels can be deeply pipelined and processed in parallel, using task-level parallelism.
Dividing the application of interest into kernels allows a hardware implementation to specialize hardware for one
or more kernels’ execution. Special-purpose hardware, with its superior efficiency over programmable hardware, can
thus be used appropriately in this programming model.
Finally, allowing only simple control flow in kernel execution (such as the data-parallel evaluation of a function on
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each input element) permits hardware implementations to devote most of their transistors to data path hardware rather
than control hardware.
Efficient communication is also one of the primary goals of the stream programming model. First, off-chip (global)
communication is more efficient when entire streams, rather than individual elements, are transferred to or from
memory, because the fixed cost of initiating a transfer can be amortized over an entire stream rather than a single
element. Next, structuring applications as chains of kernels allows the intermediate results between kernels to be kept
on-chip and not transferred to and from memory. Efficient kernels attempt to keep their inputs and their intermediate
computed data local within kernel execution units; therefore, data references within kernel execution do not go off-
chip or across a chip to a data cache, as would typically happen in a CPU. And finally, deep pipelining of execution
allows hardware implementations to continue to do useful work while waiting for data to return from global memories.
This high degree of latency tolerance allows hardware implementations to optimize for throughput rather than latency.
The stream programming model structures programs in a way that both exposes parallelism and permits efficient
communication. Expressing programs in the stream model is only half the solution, however. High-performance
graphics hardware must effectively exploit the high arithmetic performance and the efficient computation exposed by
the stream model. How do we structure a hardware implementation of a GPU to ensure the highest overall perfor-
mance?
The first step to building a high-performance GPU is to map kernels in the graphics pipeline to independent func-
tional units on a single chip. Each kernel is thus implemented on a separate area of the chip in an organization known
as task parallel, which permits not only task-level parallelism (because all kernels can be run simultaneously) but also
hardware specialization of each functional unit to the given kernel. The task parallel organization also allows effi-
cient communication between kernels: because the functional units implementing neighboring kernels in the graphics
pipeline are adjacent on the chip, they can communicate effectively without requiring global memory access.
Within each stage of the graphics pipeline that maps to a processing unit on the chip, GPUs exploit the indepen-
dence of each stream element by processing multiple data elements in parallel. The combination of task-level and
data-level parallelism allows GPUs to profitably use dozens of functional units simultaneously.
Inputs to the graphics pipeline must be processed by each kernel in sequence. Consequently, it may take thousands
of cycles to complete the processing of a single element. If a high-latency memory reference is required in processing
any given element, the processing unit can simply work on other elements while the data is being fetched. The deep
pipelines of modern GPUs, then, effectively tolerate high-latency operations.
For many years, the kernels that make up the graphics pipeline were implemented in graphics hardware as fixed-
function units that offered little to no user programmability. In 2000, for the first time, GPUs allowed users the
opportunity to program individual kernels in the graphics pipeline. Today’s GPUs feature high-performance data-
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parallel processors that implement two kernels in the graphics pipeline: a vertex program that allows users to run a
program on each vertex that passes through the pipeline, and a fragment program that allows users to run a program
on each fragment. Both of these stages permit single-precision floating-point computation. Although these additions
were primarily intended to provide users with more flexible shading and lighting calculations, their ability to sustain
high computation rates on user-specified programs with sufficient precision to address general-purpose computing
problems has effectively made them programmable stream processors – that is, processors that are attractive for a
much wider variety of applications than simply the graphics pipeline.
3.3 Graphics Hardware Architecture
In this section, we introduce the graphics architecture exemplified by the GeForce 6 series GPU architecture [KF05].
Readers interested in deeper treatment of graphics hardware architecture are referred to [Ake93, MBDM97] and to
vendor specifications of graphics hardware products.
3.3.1 General Architecture
Most modern graphics hardware has multiple vertex processors and fragment processors. Figure 3.2 depicts a con-
ceptual view of a graphics hardware with sixteen fragment processors and six vertex processors1. Vertex processors
perform geometric transformations and lighting operations on geometric primitives. After vertices have been projected
to screen space, the rasterizer calculates fragment2 information by interpolating vertex information. Then rasterizer
assigns fragment-rendering tasks to fragment processors. A fragment processor renders one fragment at a time. After
a fragment has been rendered, the fragment processor writes the final color information into the fragment’s designated
location in the frame buffer for display.
The graphics hardware’s memory subsystem, namely texture memory, is mainly designed to support texture map-
ping operations. Most modern GPUs do not support write operations by fragment processors to the texture memory.
Fragment processors can only perform writes to the frame buffer. If a program needs to store intermediate results
to texture memory, it can either copy the intermediate results from the frame buffer to texture memory, or use a
render-to-texture technique, which allows rendering results in the frame buffer to be used as input texture for further
computations. Most modern GPUs do not allow vertex processor to access texture memory 3.
Data organization in graphics hardware’s cache, namely texture cache, is also designed to improve spatial locality
of texture mapping operation. Optimizations for temporal locality of texture mapping are implemented in the rasterizer
1Note that figure 3.2 ignores many graphics related components. It does not represent any real graphics hardware architecture but only serves to
facilitate the understanding of general purpose computing on GPU.
2In graphics terminology, “fragment” refers to screen element before shading, “pixel” refers to screen element after shading.
3Latest GPUs start to add the support for vertex processors to access texture memory.
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by rasterizing fragments in some special order. As cache organization and rasterization algorithms used in GPU
products are usually considered as commercial secrets, there is little public knowledge about their internal details.
Due to vertex processors’ inability to access texture memory and the rasterizer’s lack of programmability, most
GPGPU applications rely on fragment processors to perform intensive computation. A program executed by a frag-
ment processor is called “fragment program” or “fragment shaders”. Each execution of a “fragment program” renders
one fragment. Therefore, one can consider a GPU as a stream processor performing the same kernel function (fragment
program) on streams of data elements (fragments).
The programming model for fragment processors is illustrated in figure 3.3. A fragment program reads input data
from input registers filled by the rasterizer. It can read a number of constant values set by the host application, read
from texture memory, and read and write a number of temporary registers. After the execution, the result in the output
registers is written into corresponding positions in the frame buffer for display.
3.3.2 Computational Concepts on GPUs
In this section, we expand the description on GPU’s general architecture and it’s available computational resources
with a focus on general purpose computation on GPUs (GPGPU). This section is mainly based on descriptions from
[Har05].
As described in the previous section, GPUs have two types of programmable processors: vertex processors and
fragment processors. Vertex processors process streams of vertices (made up of positions, colors, normal vectors,
and other attributes), which are the elements that compose polygonal geometric models. Computer graphics typically
represents 3D objects with triangular meshes. The vertex processors apply a vertex program (sometimes called a vertex
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shader) to transform each vertex based on its position relative to the camera, and then each set of three vertices is used
to compute a triangle, from which streams of fragments are generated. A fragment can be considered a “proto-pixel.”
It contains all information needed to generate a shaded pixel in the final image, including color, depth, and destination
in the frame buffer. The fragment processors apply a fragment program (sometimes called a pixel shader) to each
fragment in the stream to compute the final color of each pixel.
Vertex Processors
Modern GPUs have multiple vertex processors (the NVIDIA GeForce 6800 Ultra and the ATI Radeon X800 XT both
have six). These processors are fully programmable and operate in either SIMD- or MIMD-parallel fashion on the
input vertices. The basic primitives of 3D computer graphics are 3D vertices in projected space, represented by an
(x, y, z, w) vector, and four component colors stored as (red, green, blue, alpha) vectors (often abbreviated RGBA),
where alpha typically represents an opacity percentage. Because of this, vertex processors have hardware to process
four-component vectors. This allows them to produce transformed vertex positions in fewer cycles.
Vertex processors are capable of changing the position of input vertices. If you think about this, the position of
these vertices ultimately affects where in the image pixels will be drawn. An image is nothing but an array of memory;
thus, because vertex processors can control where in memory data will be written, they are thus capable of scatter.
However, most current vertex processors cannot directly read information from vertex elements in the input stream
other than the one currently being processed. Therefore, they are incapable of gather. The NVIDIA GeForce 6 Series
GPUs have a new feature called vertex texture fetch (VTF). This means that GeForce 6 vertex processors are capable
of random-access memory reads. So, we can store part or all of our input stream data in a vertex texture and use VTF
to implement a gather operation.
Fragment Processors
Modern GPUs also have multiple fragment processors (the NVIDIA GeForce 6800 Ultra and the ATI X800 XT both
have 16). Like vertex processors, these are fully programmable. Fragment processors operate in SIMD-parallel fashion
on input elements, processing four-element vectors in parallel. Fragment processors have the ability to fetch data from
textures, so they are capable of gather. However, the output address of a fragment is always determined before the
fragment is processed: the processor cannot change the output location of a pixel. Fragment processors are thus not
natively capable of scatter.
For GPGPU applications, the fragment processors are typically used more heavily than the vertex processors.
There are two main reasons for this. First, there are more fragment processors than vertex processors on a typical
programmable GPU. Second, the output of the fragment processors goes more or less directly into memory, which can
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be fed straight back in as a new stream of texture data. Vertex processor output, on the other hand, must pass through
the rasterizer and fragment processors before reaching memory. This makes direct output from vertex processors less
straightforward.
Rasterizer
As mentioned earlier, after the vertex processors transform vertices, each group of three vertices is used to compute
a triangle (in the form of edge equations), and from this triangle a stream of fragments is generated. This work of
generating fragments is done by the rasterizer. We can think of the rasterizer as an address interpolator. Later we show
how memory addresses are represented as texture coordinates. The rasterizer interpolates these addresses and other
per-vertex values based on the fragment position. Because it generates many data elements from only a few input
elements, we can also think of the rasterizer as a data amplifier. These functions of the rasterizer are very specialized
to rendering triangles and are not user-programmable.
Texture Unit
Fragment processors (and vertex processors on the latest GPUs) can access memory in the form of textures. We can
think of the texture unit as a read-only memory interface.
Render-to-Texture
When an image is generated by the GPU, it can be written to frame-buffer memory that can be displayed, or it can be
written to texture memory. This render-to-texture functionality is essential for GPGPU, because it is the only current
mechanism with which to implement direct feedback of GPU output to input without going back to the host processor.
(Indirect feedback is also available via copy-to-texture, which requires a copy from one location in the GPU’s memory
to another.) We can think of render-to-texture as a write-only memory interface.
The reason we don’t consider the texture unit and render-to-texture together as a read-write memory interface is
that the fragment processor can read memory as many times as it wants inside a kernel, but it can write data only at the
end of the kernel program (this is stream out). Thus, memory reads and writes are fundamentally separate on GPUs,
so it helps to think about them that way.
Data Types
When programming CPUs, we are used to dealing with multiple data types, such as integers, floats, and Booleans.
Current GPUs are more limited in this regard. Although some of the high-level shading languages used by GPUs
expose integer and Boolean data types, current GPUs process only real numbers in the form of fixed- or floating point
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values. Also, there are multiple floating-point formats supported by current GPUs. For example, NVIDIA GeForce
FX and GeForce 6 Series GPUs support both 16-bit (a sign bit, 10 mantissa bits, and 5 exponent bits) and 32-bit (a sign
bit, 23 mantissa bits, and 8 exponent bits: identical to the IEEE-754 standard) floating-point formats. All current ATI
products, including the Radeon 9800 and X800, support a 24-bit floating-point format, with a sign bit, 16 mantissa
bits, and 7 exponent bits. The lack of integer data types on GPUs is a current limitation. This can typically be worked
around using floating-point numbers, but, for example, not all 32-bit integers can be represented in 32-bit floating-
point format (because there are only 23 bits in the mantissa). One must be careful because floating-point numbers
cannot exactly represent the same range of whole numbers that their same-size integer counterparts can represent.
3.3.3 Mapping CPU Computational Concepts to GPUs
Even for expert CPU programmers, getting started in GPU programming can be tricky without some knowledge of
graphics programming. In this section, we draw some very simple analogies between traditional CPU computational
concepts and their GPU counterparts. We start with the concept of streams and kernels.
Streams: GPU Textures = CPU Arrays
This one is easy. The fundamental array data structures on GPUs are textures and vertex arrays. As we observed
before, fragment processors tend to be more useful for GPGPU than vertex processors. Therefore, anywhere we
would use an array of data on the CPU, we can use a texture on the GPU.
Kernels: GPU Fragment Programs = CPU “Inner Loops”
The many parallel processors of a GPU are its computational workhorsesłthey perform the kernel computation on data
streams. On the CPU, we would use a loop to iterate over the elements of a stream (stored in an array), processing
them sequentially. In the CPU case, the instructions inside the loop are the kernel. On the GPU, we write similar
instructions inside a fragment program, which are applied to all elements of the stream. The amount of parallelism
in this computation depends on the number of processors on the GPU we use, but also on how well we exploit the
instruction-level parallelism enabled by the four-vector structure of GPU arithmetic. Note that vertex programs can
also be thought of as kernels operating on a stream of vertices.
Render-to-Texture = Feedback
As mentioned before, most computations are broken into steps. Each step depends on the output of previous steps. In
terms of streams, typically a kernel must process an entire stream before the next kernel can proceed, due to depen-
dencies between stream elements. Also, in the case of physically based simulation, each time step of the simulation
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depends on the results of the previous time step.
All of this feedback is trivial to implement on the CPU because of its unified memory model, in which memory
can be read or written anywhere in a program. Things arent so easy on the GPU, as we discussed before. To achieve
feedback, we must use renderto- texture to write the results of a fragment program to memory so they can then be
used as input to future programs.
Geometry Rasterization = Computation Invocation
Now we have analogies for data representation, computation, and feedback. To run a program, though, we need to
know how to invoke computation. Our kernels are fragment programs, so all we need to know is how to generate
streams of fragments. This should be clear from the previous section; to invoke computation, we just draw geometry.
The vertex processors will transform the geometry, and the rasterizer will determine which pixels in the output buffer
it covers and generate a fragment for each one.
In GPGPU, we are typically processing every element of a rectangular stream of fragments representing a grid.
Therefore, the most common invocation in GPGPU programming is a single quadrilateral.
Texture Coordinates = Computational Domain
Each kernel (fragment program) that executes on the GPU takes a number of streams as input and typically generates
one stream of output. Newer GPUs that support multiple render targets can generate multiple output streams (currently
limited to four RGBA streams). Any computation has an input domain and an output range. In many cases, the domain
of a computation on the GPU may have different dimensions than the input streams.
GPUs provide a simple way to deal with this, in the form of texture coordinates. These coordinates are stored
at vertices, and the rasterizer linearly interpolates the coordinates at each vertex to generate a set of coordinates for
each fragment. The interpolated coordinates are passed as input to the fragment processor. In computer graphics,
these coordinates are used as indices for texture fetches. For GPGPU, we can think of them as array indices, and we
can use them to control the domain of the computation. The domain and range may be the same size, or the domain
can be smaller than the range (data amplification/magnification), or the domain can be larger than the range (data
minification). The rasterizer makes it easy to correctly sample the input stream at the correct intervals for each of
these cases.
Vertex Coordinates = Computational Range
As discussed before, fragments are generated from input geometry by the rasterizer, and these fragments become
output pixels after fragment processing. Because the fragment processors are not directly capable of scatter, the input
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vertices and the vertex program determine which pixels are generated. Typically, we specify four vertices of a quad
in output pixel coordinates and apply a vertex program that simply passes the vertices through untransformed. Thus,
vertex coordinates directly control the output range of the computation.
Reductions
Everything we’ve discussed up to this point has assumed purely data parallel computation: each element is computed
largely independently of the rest of the stream. However, there are times when we need to reduce a large vector of
values to a smaller vector, or even to a single value. For example, we might need to compute the sum or the maximum
of all values in an array. This sort of computation is called a parallel reduction.
On GPUs, reductions can be performed by alternately rendering to and reading from a pair of buffers. On each
pass, the size of the output (the computational range) is reduced by some fraction. To produce each element of the
output, a fragment program reads two or more values and computes a new one using the reduction operator, such
as addition or maximum. These passes continue until the output is a single-element buffer, at which point we have
our reduced result. In general, this process takes O(logn) passes, where n is the number of elements to reduce. For
example, for a 2D reduction, the fragment program might read four elements from four quadrants of the input buffer,
such that the output size is halved in both dimensions at each step.
3.3.4 Untraditional GPU concepts
In this section, we describe several additional features of processors on GPUs that are not found in conventional
microprocessors and that are relevant to our work.
SIMD instructions with swizzling and smearing
Fragment processors support four-way SIMD instructions. Each register has four components corresponding to four
color channels of a pixel (RGBA). Color channels can be permuted, which is called “swizzling”, and can be repli-
cated, which is called “smearing”. In the following code, register R1 is used with “swizzling”, register R0 is used
with “swizzling” and “smearing”.
R2=R1.abgr * R0.ggab
Branch instruction
Early graphics hardware either does not support shaders with branches, or supports branches indirectly through predi-
cated instructions or loop-unrolling. Latest graphics hardware starts to support dynamic branch instructions. However,
using dynamic branch instructions can cause expensive performance penalties.
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Instruction count
Most graphics hardware has limit on the static number of instructions a shader can contain. With branch instructions,
it is possible that dynamic instruction count is vastly higher than static instruction count. Some graphics hardware
may have limit on dynamic instructions executed by a shader.
Outputs per shader
A shader is only able to output to designated pixels in the frame buffer. With the introduction of multi-render-targets
support in latest graphics hardware, a shader is capable to write to a limited number of auxiliary buffers in addition to
the frame buffer.
3.3.5 GeForce 6 Series architecture
Functional Block Diagram for Graphics Operations
Figure 3.4 illustrates the major blocks in the GeForce 6 Series architecture. Here we take a trip through the graphics
pipeline, starting with input arriving from the CPU and finishing with pixels being drawn to the frame buffer.
First, commands, textures, and vertex data are received from the host CPU through shared buffers in system
memory or local frame-buffer memory. A command stream is written by the CPU, which initializes and modifies
state, sends rendering commands, and references the texture and vertex data. Commands are parsed, and a vertex
fetch unit is used to read the vertices referenced by the rendering commands. The commands, vertices, and state
changes flow downstream, where they are used by subsequent pipeline stages.
The vertex processors (sometimes called “vertex shaders”) allow for a program to be applied to each vertex in
the object, performing transformations, skinning, and any other per-vertex operation the user specifies. For the first
time, a GPU — the GeForce 6 Series — allows vertex programs to fetch texture data. All operations are done in
32-bit floating-point (fp32) precision per component. The GeForce 6 Series architecture supports scalable vertex-
processing horsepower, allowing the same architecture to service multiple price/performance points. For example,
high-end models may have six vertex units, while low-end models may have two.
Because vertex processors can perform texture accesses, the vertex engines are connected to the texture cache,
which is shared with the fragment processors. In addition, there is a vertex cache that stores vertex data both before
and after the vertex processor, reducing fetch and computation requirements. This means that if a vertex index occurs
twice in a draw call (for example, in a triangle strip), the entire vertex program doesn’t have to be rerun for the second
instance of the vertex — the cached result is used instead.
Vertices are then grouped into primitives, which are points, lines, or triangles. The Cull/Clip/Setup blocks perform
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Figure 3.4: A Block Diagram of the GeForce 6 Series Architecture
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per-primitive operations, removing primitives that aren’t visible at all, clipping primitives that intersect the view
frustum, and performing edge and plane equation setup on the data in preparation for rasterization.
The rasterization block calculates which pixels (or samples, if multisampling is enabled) are covered by each
primitive, and it uses the z-cull block to quickly discard pixels (or samples) that are occluded by objects with a nearer
depth value. Think of a fragment as a “candidate pixel”: that is, it will pass through the fragment processor and several
tests, and if it gets through all of them, it will end up carrying depth and color information to a pixel on the frame
buffer (or render target).
The texture and fragment-processing units operate in concert to apply a shader program to each fragment indepen-
dently. The GeForce 6 Series architecture supports a variable amount of fragment-processing horsepower by having
a varying number of fragment pipelines (or “pixel pipelines”). Similar to the vertex processor, texture data is cached
on-chip to reduce bandwidth requirements and improve performance.
The texture and fragment-processing unit operates on squares of four pixels (called quads) at a time, allowing for
direct computation of derivatives for calculating texture level of detail. Furthermore, the fragment processor works
on groups of hundreds of pixels at a time in single-instruction, multiple-data (SIMD) fashion (with each fragment
processor engine working on one fragment concurrently), hiding the latency of texture fetch from the computational
performance of the fragment processor.
The fragment processor uses the texture unit to fetch data from memory, optionally filtering the data before re-
turning it to the fragment processor. The texture unit supports many source data formats. Data can be filtered using
bilinear, trilinear, or anisotropic filtering. All data is returned to the fragment processor in fp32 or fp16 format. A tex-
ture can be viewed as a 2D or 3D array of data that can be read by the texture unit at arbitrary locations and filtered to
reconstruct a continuous function. The GeForce 6 Series supports filtering of fp16 textures in hardware. The fragment
processor has two fp32 shader units per pipeline, and fragments are routed through both shader units and the branch
processor before recirculating through the entire pipeline to execute the next series of instructions. This rerouting
happens once for each core clock cycle. Furthermore, the first fp32 shader can be used for perspective correction of
texture coordinates when needed, or for general-purpose multiply operations. In general, it is possible to perform eight
or more math operations in the pixel shader during each clock cycle, or four math operations if a texture fetch occurs
in the first shader unit.
On the final pass through the pixel shader pipeline, the fog unit can be used to blend fog in fixed-point precision
with no performance penalty. Fog blending happens often in conventional graphics applications and uses the following
function:
out = FogColor * fogFraction + SrcColor * (1 - fogFraction)
This function can be made fast and small using fixed-precision math, but in general IEEE floating point, it requires
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two full multiply-adds to work effectively. Because fixed point is efficient and sufficient for fog, it exists in a separate
small unit at the end of the shader. This is a good example of the trade-offs in providing flexible programmable
hardware while still offering maximum performance for legacy applications. Fragments leave the fragment-processing
unit in the order that they are rasterized and are sent to the z-compare and blend units, which perform depth testing (z
comparison and update), stencil operations, alpha blending, and the final color write to the target surface (an off-screen
render target or the frame buffer).
The memory system is partitioned into up to four independent memory partitions, each with its own dynamic
random-access memories (DRAMs). GPUs use standard DRAM modules rather than custom RAM technologies to
take advantage of market economies and thereby reduce cost. Having smaller, independent memory partitions allows
the memory subsystem to operate efficiently regardless of whether large or small blocks of data are transferred. All
rendered surfaces are stored in the DRAMs, while textures and input data can be stored in the DRAMs or in system
memory. The four independent memory partitions give the GPU a wide (256 bits), flexible memory subsystem,
allowing for streaming of relatively small (32-byte) memory accesses at near the 35 GB/sec physical limit.
Functional Block Diagram for Non-Graphics Operations
As graphics hardware becomes more and more programmable, applications unrelated to the standard polygon pipeline
(as described in the preceding section) are starting to present themselves as candidates for execution on GPUs.
When used for non-graphics applications, GPU can be viewed as two programmable blocks that run serially: the
vertex processor and the fragment processor, both with support for fp32 operands and intermediate values. Both use
the texture unit as a random-access data read unit and access data at a phenomenal 35 GB/sec (550 MHz DDR memory
clock× 256 bits per clock cycle× 2 transfers per clock cycle). In addition, both the vertex and the fragment processor
are highly computationally capable.
The vertex processor operates on data, passing it directly to the fragment processor, or by using the rasterizer to
expand the data into interpolated values. At this point, each triangle (or point) from the vertex processor has become
one or more fragments.
Before a fragment reaches the fragment processor, the z-cull unit compares the pixel’s depth with the values that
already exist in the depth buffer. If the pixel’s depth is greater, the pixel will not be visible, and there is no point
shading that fragment, so the fragment processor isn’t even executed. (This optimization happens only if it’s clear that
the fragment processor isn’t going to modify the fragment’s depth.) Thinking in a general-purpose sense, this early
culling feature makes it possible to quickly decide to skip work on specific fragments based on a scalar test.
After the fragment processor runs on a potential pixel (still a “fragment” because it has not yet reached the frame
buffer), the fragment must pass a number of tests in order to move farther down the pipeline. (There may also be
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more than one fragment that comes out of the fragment processor if multiple render targets [MRTs] are being used.
Up to four MRTs can be used to write out large amounts of data — up to 16 scalar floating-point values at a time, for
example — plus depth.)
First, the scissor test rejects the fragment if it lies outside a specified subrectangle of the frame buffer. Although the
popular graphics APIs define scissoring at this location in the pipeline, it is more efficient to perform the scissor test
in the rasterizer. Scissoring in x and y actually happens in the rasterizer, before fragment processing, and z scissoring
happens during z-cull. This avoids all fragment processor work on scissored (rejected) pixels. Scissoring is rarely
useful for general-purpose computation because general-purpose programmers typically process all data fetched from
memory in the first place. Next, the fragment’s depth is compared with the depth in the frame buffer. If the depth test
passes, the fragment moves on in the pipeline. Optionally, the depth value in the frame buffer can be replaced at this
stage.
After this, the fragment can optionally test and modify what is known as the stencil buffer, which stores an integer
value per pixel. The stencil buffer was originally intended to allow programmers to mask off certain pixels (for
example, to restrict drawing to a cockpit’s windshield), but it has found other uses as a way to count values by
incrementing or decrementing the existing value. This feature is used for stencil shadow volumes, for example.
If the fragment passes the depth and stencil tests, it can then optionally modify the contents of the frame buffer
using the blend function. A blend function can be described as
out = src * srcOp + dst * dstOp
where source is the fragment color flowing down the pipeline; dst is the color value in the frame buffer; and srcOp
and dstOp can be specified to be constants, source color components, or destination color components. Full blend
functionality is supported for all pixel formats up to fp16×4. However, fp32 frame buffers don’t support blending —
only updating the buffer is allowed.
Finally, a feature called occlusion query makes it possible to quickly determine if any of the fragments that would
be rendered in a particular computation would cause results to be written to the frame buffer. (Recall that fragments
that do not pass the z-test don’t have any effect on the values in the frame buffer.) Traditionally, the occlusion query
test is used to allow graphics applications to avoid making draw calls for occluded objects, but it is useful for GPGPU
applications as well. For instance, if the depth test is used to determine which outputs need to be updated in a sparse
array, updating depth can be used to indicate when a given output has converged and no further work is needed. In
this case, occlusion query can be used to tell when all output calculations are done.
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Shader 3.0 Programming Model
With Shader Model 3.0, the programming models for vertex and fragment processors are converging: both support
fp32 precision, texture lookups, and the same instruction set. Specifically, here are the new features that have been
added.
Vertex processor
• Instruction count The total instruction count is 512 static instructions and 65,536 dynamic instructions. The
static instruction count represents the number of instructions in a program as it is compiled. The dynamic
instruction count represents the number of instructions actually executed. In practice, the dynamic count can be
much higher than the static count due to looping and subroutine calls.
• Temporary registers. Up to 32 four-wide temporary registers can be used in a vertex program.
• Dynamic flow control. On the GeForce 6 Series vertex engine, branching and looping have minimal overhead
of just two cycles. Also, each vertex can take its own branches without being grouped in the way pixel shader
branches are. So as branches diverge, the GeForce 6 Series vertex processor still operates efficiently.
• Vertex texturing. Textures can be fetched in a vertex program, although only nearest-neighbor filtering is
supported in hardware. More advanced filters can of course be implemented in the vertex program. Up to four
unique textures can be accessed in a vertex program, although each texture can be accessed multiple times.
Vertex textures generate latency for fetching data, unlike true constant reads. Therefore, the best way to use
vertex textures is to do a texture fetch and follow it with arithmetic operations to hide the latency before using
the result of the texture fetch.
Each vertex engine is capable of simultaneously performing a four-wide SIMD MAD (multiply-add) instruction and
a scalar special function per clock cycle. Special function instructions include:
Fragment Processor
• Instruction count. The total instruction count is 65,535 static instructions and 65,535 dynamic instructions.
There are limitations on how long the operating system will wait while the shader finishes working, so a long
shader program working on a full screen of pixels may time-out. This makes it important to carefully consider
the shader length and number of fragments rendered in one draw call. In practice, the number of instructions
exposed by the driver tends to be smaller, because the number of instructions can expand as code is translated
from Direct3D pixel shaders or OpenGL fragment programs to native hardware instructions.
• Multiple render targets. The fragment processor can output to up to four separate color buffers, along with
a depth value. All four separate color buffers must be the same format and size. MRTs can be particularly
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useful when operating on scalar data, because up to 16 scalar values can be written out in a single pass by the
fragment processor. Sample uses of MRTs include particle physics, where positions and velocities are computed
simultaneously, and similar GPGPU algorithms. Deferred shading is another technique that computes and stores
multiple four-component floating point values simultaneously: it computes all material properties and stores
them in separate textures. So, for example, the surface normal and the diffuse and specular material properties
could be written to textures, and the textures could all be used in subsequent passes when lighting the scene
with multiple lights.
• Dynamic flow control (branching). Shader Model 3.0 supports conditional branching and looping, allowing
for more flexible shader programs. Indexing of attributes.With Shader Model 3.0, an index register can be used
to select which attributes to process, allowing for loops to perform the same operation on many different inputs.
• Up to ten full-function attributes. Shader Model 3.0 supports ten full-function attributes/texture coordinates,
instead of Shader Model 2.0’s eight full-function attributes plus specular color and diffuse color. All ten Shader
Model 3.0 attributes are interpolated at full fp32 precision, whereas Shader Model 2.0’s diffuse and specular
color were interpolated at only 8-bit integer precision.
• Centroid sampling. Shader Model 3.0 allows a per-attribute selection of center sampling, or centroid sampling.
Centroid sampling returns a value inside the covered portion of the fragment, instead of at the center, and
when used with multisampling, it can remove some artifacts associated with sampling outside the polygon (for
example, when calculating diffuse or specular color using texture coordinates, or when using texture atlases).
• Support for fp32 and fp16 internal precision. Fragment programs can support full fp32-precision computa-
tions and intermediate storage or partial-precision fp16 computations and intermediate storage.
• 3:1 and 2:2 coissue. Each four-component-wide vector unit is capable of executing two independent instruc-
tions in parallel: either one threewide operation on RGB and a separate operation on alpha, or one two-wide
operation on red-green and a separate two-wide operation on blue-alpha. This gives the compiler more oppor-
tunity to pack scalar computations into vectors, thereby doing more work in a shorter time.
• Dual issue. Dual issue is similar to coissue, except that the two independent instructions can be executed on
different parts of the shader pipeline. This makes the pipeline easier to schedule and, therefore, more efficient.
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Chapter 4
GPU Algorithms for Matrix Multiplication
Due to the rapid improvement in GPU performance and programmability, growing interest has been attracted to per-
forming general purpose computation on GPUs. Matrix multiply as the building block for many other scientific com-
puting tasks, is one of most studied general purpose computing problems on GPUs. In this section, we will describe
the GPUs algorithms for matrix multiplication. Larsen et al. [LM01] first presented a single-pass matrix-multiplication
algorithm for graphics hardware. Morava´nszky [AM03] and Hall et al. [HCH03] introduced two algorithms, which
extended Larsen’s algorithm to utilize graphics hardware’s SIMD instruction with swizzling and smearing by data
packing. Fatahalian et al. [FSH04] thoroughly studied the performance efficiency of previously proposed algorithms
on a variety of graphics hardware and reached the conclusion that due to the limit of cache-to-processor bandwidth, it
is not possible to fully utilize the tremendous computing power of graphics hardware without changing the underlying
architecture.
4.1 Naı¨ve GPU Algorithm on GPUs
To begin with, figure 4.1 shows the naı¨ve three nested loop algorithm for multiplying two matrices on CPU (assuming
matrix C is initialized to zero).
for (i=0; i<M; i++)
for (j=0; j<N; j++)
for (k=0; k<K; k++)
c[i][j] += A[i][k] * B[k][j]
Larsen et al. [LM01] first described an algorithm to map the above code onto GPU. It essentially is based on a
graphic representation of a parallel algorithm for matrix multiplication. It starts with imagining processors arranged
to fill a cube. We can then imagine the first matrix, lying horizontally, distributed in the usual block manner across all
the processors on the top face of the cube. This distribution is replicated downwards, so that each horizontal “layer”
is a distributed copy of the matrix on the top face. Likewise, we can imagine the second matrix, transposed, on a side
face, distributed among the processors on that face, and replicated sideways through the cube. Each processor then
performs the small matrix-matrix multiply of its sub-matrices. Finally, these results are summed onto the front face of
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Figure 4.1: Matrix multiplication of C = A×B, where matrix A (m× k) matrix B (k × n) and matrix C (m× n)
the cube, and this now holds our answer.
Let us first assume we have x × y × z processors, so each will only get one element of A and one element of
B to multiply. This is done by creating two texture maps, one holds the data from A and the other B. Then we set
the multi-texturing mode to “modulate” and assign the corresponding element of A and B to each processor. We axis
align the cube with our viewing window so that the front face of the cube is all we see, observing that the processors
on the front face now occlude all the other processors. We use an orthographic view (no perspective adjustments) so
that the little squares line up where they should. Finally, we set the blend mode to “sum”, and draw all of these little
squares so that their individual results are added into the correct place on the screen, at the front face of the cube. The
resulting matrix is retrieved as a memory copy from the graphics card to main memory.
To simplify things, and speed them up, we first combine all the little squares that are in planes parallel to the front
face into large squares — there are z of them. One column of texture A and one row of texture B are used for each
large square, with the textures spreading perpendicularly to replicate the data. Figure 4.2 illustrates this. In short, the
technique is to render z parallel rectangles (each x × y) one behind the other — we can only see the first, and it fills
our view. Then texture map both matrices A and B onto each one, and sum them up onto the screen. The answer is
then there on the screen. Hence, we say that our technique is to literally “visualize a simple parallel algorithm.”
Basically, they propose to store matrix A and matrix B as two textures and to compute the result matrix C in the
frame buffer. The shader program fetches one row from texture A and one column from texture B, computes the dot
product, and stores the result into the frame buffer.
There are several caveats to this scheme. First, it fails to utilize the SIMD instructions of the fragment processor.
Second, no data reuse is exploited. As matrix multiplication performs O(n3) operations on O(n2) elements, exploiting
data reuse can significantly increase the computation to memory access ratio, thus resulting in better register and cache
usage and improved performance. Third, on fragment processors that do not support dynamic branch instructions, the
dot-product computation needs to be fully unrolled, which can easily exceed the instruction count limit when the
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Figure 4.2: Visualization of parallel matrix multiplication algorithm of C = A× B, where matrix A (m× k) matrix
B (k × n) and matrix C (m× n)
matrix is large.
4.2 Multiple Pass GPU Algorithms with Data Packing
To address those problems, Morava´nszky [AM03] and Hall et al. [HCH03] proposed two multi-pass algorithms with
data packing. Multi-pass techniques essentially use strip-mining loop transformations to decompose the inner loop
into two nested loops. The shader calculates a partial sum for an element of C. The outer-most loop accumulates
partial sums into the correct result for a C element. The following is the multiple-pass algorithm.
for (m=0; m<K; m+=b)
for (i=0; i<M; i++)
for (j=0; j<N; j++)
for (k=m; k<m+b; k++)
c[i][j] += A[i][k] * B[k][j]
Data packing is used to pack four elements of a matrix into four color channels of a texel (texture element) so that
each memory access operation can load/store four matrix elements instead of just one element in Larsen’s algorithm.
By packing four elements in one register, the fragment processors are able to execute SIMD instructions.
However, Hall [HCH03] and Morava´nszky [AM03] propose different data packing schemes. Hall uses 2 × 2
scheme, which packs four elements from four sub matrices of the original matrix. Whereas Morava´nszky uses 1 × 4
scheme, which packs four consecutive elements into one texel. The following code is the multi-pass algorithm with
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2× 2 data packing scheme.
for k = 1 ... n/2 step b
for i = 1 ... n/2
for j = 1 ... n/2
R3 = 0
for m = k ... (k+b - 1)
R1 = lookup(i,m,A)
R2 = lookup(m,j,B)
R3 = R1.rrbb * R2.rgrg + R3
R3 = R1.ggaa * R2.baba + R3
end
R4 = lookup(i,j,C)
R0 = R3 + R4
C(i,j) = R0
end
end
end
The 2× 2 scheme allows each element loaded from memory to be used twice in the shader. Thus, each execution
of the shader reads from two rows of matrix A and two columns of matrix B, and produces four elements of matrix C.
The 1× 4 scheme reads from one row of matrix A and four columns of matrix B to generate four elements for matrix
C. The shader performs a few 1 × 4 vector by 4 × 4 matrix products. Hence, elements from matrix A are used four
times, whereas elements from matrix B are not reused.
4.3 GPU Algorithms with Multi-Render-Targets
Data packing not only enables SIMD instruction but also improves data reuse in the GPU. In this paper, we propose
another technique that can further improve data reuse beyond the previous two algorithms. The technique is based
on multiple-render-targets (MRT), which is supported in the latest graphics hardware (see section 3.3). MRT allows
a shader to write multiple results. One of the results is written to the frame buffer, the others are written to a number
of auxiliary buffers. Figure 4.3 illustrates a multi-pass matrix multiplication algorithm with the 1 × 4 data packing
scheme and 2× 2 MRT scheme.
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Figure 4.3: Multiply with MRT and data packing
MRT based matrix multiplication algorithms naturally extend data-packing based algorithms. The idea is to divide
matrix C into m × n blocks of sub-matrices. One of them will be assigned to the frame buffer, the other sub-
matrices are distributed to auxiliary buffers. a × b data-packing based algorithms effectively performs strip-mining
loop transformation on the i and j loops by factors a and b. The m × n MRT based matrix multiplication further
strip-mines the resulting i and j loops by m and n. With MRT, elements loaded from matrix A can be reused n times
further after data packing, elements loaded from matrix B can be reused m times further after data packing.
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Chapter 5
Automatic Tuning Matrix Multiplication on
Graphics Hardware
In this chapter, we will describe in details the design and implementation of our automatic tuning system for matrix
multiply on graphics hardware. We also include the performance results of the built system.
5.1 Automatic Tuning System
Typically, automatic tuning approach involves three components as shown in figure 5.1. A code generator inputs
the values of tuning parameters and outputs the program version that is specified by these parameters. An evaluator
empirically evaluates the performance metrics of the generated code and feeds back the metrics to search engine. A
search engine searches over the implementation space by controlling the tuning parameter values fed into the code
generator according to some search strategy. We will elaborate our tuning system with regarding to figure 5.1.
5.1.1 Code Generator
In designing our code generator, we adopt similar strategy as ATLAS [WPD01]. We focus on tuning the kernel routine
for multiplying 1024×1024 matrices. Input matrices are first divided into blocks of 1024×1024 sub matrices. Then the
matrix multiplication is performed in terms of multiplying the block matrices with the tuned kernel routine. Matrices
of size not multiples of 1024 will result in clean-up code, which can be executed either by the CPU or by the GPU
Search Engine
parameters
Generated
program
Performance
metrices
Code
Generator Evaluator
Tuning 
Figure 5.1: Components of automatic tuning
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with code generated similarly. We choose the particular value of 1024 because it yields the best performance.
The other issue to address in designing our code generator is what programming language generated programs
should be coded into. There are three levels of programming language that can be used to program graphics hard-
ware: assembly level shading languages such as the “ARB fragment program” extension to OpenGL, high-level
shading languages such as the Cg language [nVi] from nVidia, and high-level general purpose languages such as
BrookGPU [BFH+04].
Assembly level shading languages require programmers to explicitly manipulate registers and arithmetic instruc-
tions. Assembly programs are encoded in string variables in C/C++ programs that use OpenGL or Direct3D commands
to maintain graphics pipeline states and load/execute the assembly program.
High level shading languages like Cg and HLSL allow shaders to be written in C-like language. Similar to as-
sembly program, the C-like shading programs are encoded in string variables in C/C++ programs that use OpenGL
or Direct3D and the high level shading language’s runtime library to explicitly control the graphics hardware pipeline
and to load/compile/execute the high-level shading code.
High-level general purpose languages go one step further by hiding the graphics hardware characteristics. Pro-
grams written in the BrookGPU language are first source-to-source translated into C++ programs containing fragment
programs coded in Cg that appear as string variables and wrapper C++ code for setting up and maintaining graphics
pipeline states. From this point, on top of the BrookGPU’s runtime library, the generated C++ program will execute
just as a normal graphics program written in C++ with fragment programs encoded in Cg.
We decided to generate programs in the highest level language, specifically the BrookGPU language, mainly for
two reasons. First, generated code should be portable to various architectures, even future architectures that are not
yet defined. Generating high level program will permit fundamental changes in hardware and graphics API as long
as the compiler and runtime library for the high level language keep up with those changes. Whereas, code generated
in assembly language or Cg language is tied to particular generation of hardware and may need to be modified to
utilize new features of the hardware or graphics API. Second, implementing the code generator is a very tedious and
error-prone process. The generator is easier to debug when its output is high-level code. The downside of this decision
is that the code compiled from BrookGPU is less efficient than manually generated code. One can hope that as high
level languages for GPUs and their associated compilers and run-time libraries mature, the performance penalty for
the use of high level languages will shrink or disappear, as it happened with conventional processors.
Our code generator is implemented in the Python script language to generate BrookGPU programs according to
input tuning parameter values.
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5.1.2 Tuning Strategies and Parameters
In this subsection, we describe the tuning strategies and their associated tuning parameters for our system.
Tuning Multi-Render-Targets
Today’s most advanced GPU offers up to three auxiliary buffers in addition to the frame buffer known as multiple
render targets (MRT). The MRT strategy can help improve data reuse and therefore reduce the number of memory
accesses and improve performance. However, MRT necessitates the copying of intermediate results stored in auxiliary
buffers into texture memory for further passes. Furthermore, MRT requires more temporary registers by the shader,
which reduces the performance of the fragment processors. Hence the optimal scheme to decompose matrices to use
MRT needs to be tuned to the target platform.
[mrt w, mrt h]: The matrix C is divided into mrt w×mrt h sub-matrix blocks to utilize MRT. The valid values
for these two parameters are limited by the number of auxiliary buffers supported in hardware. Since latest hardware
supports up to 3 additional buffers, the possible values of these two parameters range over 8 cases, which have the
product of mrt w and mrt h less or equal to 4.
Tuning Data Packing
This is the strategy of utilizing SIMD instructions with data packing. As introduced in section 4.2, the two data-
packing schemes 1× 4 and 2× 2 have different advantages and disadvantages. Our automatic tuning system relies on
actual execution to decide which one is better on target platform.
[mc w, mc h]: Tuning parameters “mc w” and “mc h” decide how to pack consecutive elements into one texel.
mc w×mc h block of elements are packed into one texel. As there are only four available channels (RGBA) for each
texel, the product of mc w and mc h must be less or equal to 4. Hence, there are totally 8 cases.
Tuning Number of Passes
It would be nice to have a long shader that calculates the resulting matrix C in one pass, which can eliminate the
expensive texture-copy or render-to-texture operation for intermediate results. However, due to fragment processor’s
limit on instruction count and temporary registers, a shader can not be too long. Even within the valid range of
instruction count limit, longer shader may perform worse than shorter shader. As a result, the number of k-loop
iterations to be executed in a shader needs to be tuned to the target platform.
[np] Tuning parameter “np” determines how many iterations in k-dimension loop are executed by the fragment
shader. We observed from experiments that np larger than 256 is either not supported by hardware or has already
started to suffer from performance penalty. Hence, in our tuning system, we limit the range of np from 1 to 256.
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Tuning for Branch Instruction
Latest graphics hardware adds support for dynamic branch instruction. This allows implementing a loop-based shader
without having to fully unroll it as is the case for earlier generation of graphics hardware, which does not have
dynamic branch instructions. Using loop-based shader could help reduce static instruction count. However, as branch
instructions come with an expensive performance penalty, whether to use branching or loop unrolling needs to be
tuned on actual hardware.
[unroll] Tuning parameter “unroll” decides whether or not to use branch instruction to implement a loop-based
shader. The valid values of unroll are either 0 or 1. If unroll equals 1, the inner loop of the generated code will be
fully unrolled.
Other Tuning Parameters
[compiler] BrookGPU uses either “cgc” or “fxc”, which are compilers from nVidia’s Cg Toolkit and Microsoft’s
DirectX9 respectively, to compile Cg program into assembly fragment program. Since these two compilers might
perform different optimizations, the generated code can execute differently. We use a tuning parameter “compiler” to
determine which one to use to compile shader. The valid values of compiler are either “cgc” or “fxc”.
[profile] This tuning parameter comes from different shader models to interface with graphics hardware. Currently,
there are two popular graphics API’s, namely Direct3D and OpenGL. They provide somewhat equivalent function-
alities through different programming API. BrookGPU is able to use either of them as the back end API to interact
with GPU. For both Direct3D and OpenGL, there are several shader profiles. Specifically, Direct3D has four shader
profiles, “ps20”, “ps2a”, “ps2b” and “ps30”. OpenGL has three profiles “arb”, “fp30”, “fp40”. The profiles pro-
vide different capabilities to shader programs. For example, “fp40” and “ps30” support dynamic branch instruction.
Also, different profiles have different limits on instructions count and number of temporary registers. We use a tuning
parameter “profile” to choose among back-ends and shader models. The valid values of profile are “ps20”, “ps2a”,
“ps2b”, “ps30”, “arb”, “fp30”, “fp40”.
5.1.3 Performance Evaluator
The performance evaluator executes the generated code and returns MFLOPS (million floating point operations per
second) as the performance metric to evaluate its quality. Zero MFLOPS is returned for invalid programs, i.e. programs
that fail to execute or programs that exceed the instruction count limit.
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5.1.4 Search Engine
The search engine is responsible for searching over the implementation space to find the version with the best per-
formance. As optimization in multi-dimensional discrete space is generally an NP-hard problem, there is no general
algorithm that can solve this discrete optimization without exhaustive search. In our case, exhaustive search over all
possible versions would require 8× 8× 256× 2× 2× 7 = 458752 evaluations. If each evaluation takes 10 seconds,
the whole search would take 53 days, which may not be acceptable.
We implement an ad-hoc search algorithm specifically for our tuning problem. We employ two techniques to limit
our search to around four hours without sacrificing too much performance. The first technique is to employ some
problem specific heuristics to prune the search space of tuning parameters. The second technique is to search tuning
parameters in some predetermined order to effectively decompose the high-dimensional search space into multiple
lower-dimensional spaces.
Space Pruning
According to the symmetric property of mc w and mc h parameters, we impose an additional constraint that mc w ≤
mc h. Since the matrix size is 1024 × 1024, we also limit mc w and mc h to powers of two. Now we have only
four possible cases (mc w,mc h) ∈ {(1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 4), (2, 2)}. Similarly mrt w and mrt h can be limited to four
cases: (mrt w,mrt h) ∈ {(1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 4), (2, 2)}.
Parameter np decides the number of iterations in k-loop to be executed in the shader. Intuitively, as np increases,
the performance will first improve due to fewer number of passes. When np exceeds some optimum value, the
instruction count issue and excessive use of temporary registers start to outweigh the benefits of fewer passes.
The search problem essentially boils down to finding the maximum value of a unimodal function. Theoretically,
the best algorithm has complexity of O(log(n)). However, for our particular problem, since the np value range is
rather small and we believe the optimum np value should be near power of two values, we designed algorithm 1 for
finding optimum np value. The idea of algorithm 1 is to exponentially increase stride and evaluate the performance
at corresponding np until either the end of interval is reached or the performance is less than the minimum of the
previous two evaluated performances. The procedure is then recursively invoked on both sides of the best np found
in the exponential search until the length of interval is less or equal to a predetermined threshold. Its theoretical worst
case complexity complies with the following recursion.
f(n) = f(
n
2
) + f(
n
4
) + log(n)
Solving this recursion gives the algorithm’s worst case complexity of O((log2n)
√
5+1
2 ). In our tuning system, it is often
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the case that the loop at step 8 of algorithm 1 is exited prematurely because performance goes below the previously
evaluated two values. Therefore, algorithm 1 practically has better performance than generic O(log(n)) algorithms
for our problem.
Algorithm 1 Finding Optimum np
Input: start – starting value of np in the interval
length – length of the interval
direction – left(-1) or right(1)
Output: update global variable storing the best np
procedure find np(start, length, direction)
1: if (length ≤ threshold) return;
2: Initialize p, last two, max mflops, best np
3: repeat
4: Evaluate mflops at np = start+ direction ∗ p
5: if (mflops > max flops)
6: update max mflops, best np
7: exponentially increase stride p
8: until out of range or performance ≤ min(last two).
9: find np(best np, left size, left)
10: find np(best np, right size, right)
11: return;
Search in Phases
In addition to space pruning, search in phases can further reduce the search space by decomposing the high dimensional
space into several lower dimensional spaces. The assumption is that the optimal values of some tuning parameters are
independent of each other, so that we can search the best values for some tuning parameters while fixing the others.
Formal proof of independence relationship between parameters of multi-variate function is difficult. In our case, from
experimental results, we speculate that the np parameter is independent of mc ∗ and mrt ∗ parameters to some extent,
therefore we decouple the nested search for np and mrt ∗, mc ∗ into a sequential search. Algorithm 2 describes the
search order of tuning parameters we use in our tuning system. The search for np parameter is further divided into two
stages. In step 4, only power of two values are searched. In step 8, after mc ∗ and mrt ∗ are determined, algorithm 1
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is applied to pin down the best np.
Algorithm 2 Search Order of Tuning Parameters
1: For each compiler value
2: For each profile value
3: For each unroll value
4: Search np in power of two values
5: For each mc * value
6: For each mrt * value
7: Evaluate Performance
8: Recursively search np in both sides of
best np found in step 4.
After applying the above two techniques, the typical evaluation running time reduces to around 4 hours.
5.2 Performance Evaluation
We run the automatic tuning system on four graphics cards. Their configurations are given in table 5.1. The host CPU
and operating system are 2.6Ghz Pentium 4 and Windows XP.
G6800U G6800G QF3400 G5800U
Model GeForce GeForce Quadro GeForce FX
Name 6800 Ultra 6800 GT FX 3400 5800 Ultra
Pixel Processor 16 16 16 4
Core Frequency 400 MHz 350 MHz 350 MHz 500 MHz
Mem Frequency 1100 MHz 1000 MHz 900 MHz 1000 MHz
Mem Width 256 bit 256 bit 256 bit 128 bit
Bandwidth 35.2GB/s 32.0GB/s 28.8GB/s 16GB/s
Driver 6693 7568 6176 6693
GPU NV40 NV40 NV45GL NV30
DirectX 9.0c 9.0c 9.0c 9.0c
OpenGL 1.5.2 2.0.0 1.5.1 1.5.2
Table 5.1: Four GPU platforms
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We conducted experiments only on nVidia cards. We did not test on ATI cards mainly because no ATI cards truly
support 32-bit floating point. The most advanced ATI cards, ATI Radeon X800 XT only supports 24-bit floating point
data operations in pixel processors.
We benchmarked the performance of multiplying two matrices of size 1024×1024, whose elements are randomly
generated. Timing operations performed by a GPU is difficult because the GPU and the CPU work asynchronously.
We work around this problem by measuring the time from the start of the multiplication until one element of the result
matrix is read from the GPU to the CPU. This potentially could involve an overhead of moving large matrices between
GPU and CPU and the serial overhead of setting up graphics pipeline states. In order to reduce the impact of this
overhead, we force the GPU to perform the same matrix multiplication operation ten times and use the average as the
execution time. Our experiments show that the overhead is typically below 10% of measured performance, and the
error range of measured performance is below 3%.
5.2.1 Manually Tuned Implementation
Fatahalian et al. [FSH04] thoroughly studied the performance efficiency of matrix multiplication algorithms on a
variety of graphics hardware and presented two hand-tuned implementations as the most efficient implementations.
They included these two implementations in GPUBench [Sta], which is a benchmark suite designed to analyze perfor-
mance of programmable graphics processor for GPGPU. To test the effectiveness of our automatic tuning approach,
we compare the performance of our automatic tuned version with these two expert hand-tuned implementations.
Table 5.2 summarizes the high level structure of these two implementations in terms of our tuning parameters
described in section 5.1.2. We use the same names “NV Single” and “NV Multi” as in [FSH04] to refer to them.
mrt * mc * np unroll profile compiler
NV Single 1× 1 2× 2 128 1 fp30 NA
NV Multi 1× 1 1× 4 6 1 arb NA
Table 5.2: Param. for manual implementations
It is important to note that the two implementations are implemented in C++ and OpenGL API with fragment
program in carefully crafted assembly code. Whereas, our automatic tuning system generates high level BrookGPU
code. As explained in section 5.1.1 and confirmed by our experiment data, the difference in implementation level has
significant impact on the performance.
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Figure 5.2: Performance on four platforms
5.2.2 Experiment Results
Now we present the experiment results. We first compare the performance of our automatically generated matrix
multiplication with the manually tuned versions on four platforms. Then we study the sensitivities of the tuning
parameters to overall performance. In all figures shown in the subsection, Y axis represents MFLOPS.
Automatic Vs. Manual
Figure 5.2 shows the performances of the two hand-tuned implementations and the automatically tuned version, which
is denoted as “Search”, on the four platforms. As we can see, “NV multi” consistently performs the worst among
the three implementations. Between “NV Single” and “Search”, on G6800U and G5800U, “Search” achieves 70%,
56% of the performance of “NV Single”. On G6800G and QF3400, “Search” achieves 8% and 15% speedup over
“NV Single” respectively.
This result might look surprising, because both of the hand-tuned implementations are within the search range
of automatic tuning. The reason for the lower performance of “Search” is the overhead associated with using the
high level BrookGPU language. We found some inefficiencies in the BrookGPU’s runtime system and “cgc”/“fxc”
compilers. For example, instead of using “render-to-texture” technique, BrookGPU’s OpenGL backend uses the
expensive copy operation to move intermediate results from the frame buffer to texture memory. Also in dealing
with array-indexing operation, BrookGPU seems to generate auxiliary instructions to map index values to texture
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coordinates. The addition of extra instructions compared to carefully crafted assembly code would hurt performance.
We also suspect that “cgc” and “fxc” compilers’ register allocation strategy is not optimum for some cases. For
instance, when a loop is unrolled, occasionally the compiler fails to reuse registers across unrolled iterations of the
loop, which greatly increases the pressure on registers and limits the ability of unrolling loop to improve performance.
In order to roughly measure the performance overhead of using high level BrookGPU language, we compare the
performance of “NV Single” with the performance of its counterpart implementation in BrookGPU. We force the
code generator to generate implementations in BrookGPU with the same mrt ∗, mc ∗, unroll, profile values as
“NV Single” ’s corresponding values in table 5.2. For compiler parameter, we use the compiler value with the best
performance. We vary the np tuning parameter from 2 to 64 in power of two values. We choose this range because
“NV Single” does not support np = 1 case and larger np in power of two values will exceed the instruction limit.
Figure 5.3 , which is based on data collected on G6800U platform, shows the relative performance of the “NV Single”
and its counterpart implementation in BrookGPU. As can be observed, the generated BrookGPU version never reaches
more than 60% of the performance of “NV Single”. As np increases, the relative overhead also increases. We don’t
fully understand the reason.
If taking into account the overhead of using the high level BrookGPU language, the performance achieved in
figure 5.2 is satisfactory. On two platforms, the automatic tuned version can even outperform the hand-tuned version.
This is mainly because “NV Single” was specially tuned for graphics hardware similar to “GeForce 6800 Ultra”
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graphics card. When changing to other platforms, the performance of “NV Single” is far from optimum. This testifies
the benefit of automatic tuning system to adapt to changing underlying architecture.
Parameter Sensitivity
In this subsection, we present the sensitivities of the tuning parameters described in section 5.1.2 to performance.
Figure 5.4(a) shows the performance curves over power of two np values. These curves are searched in step 4 of
algorithm 2. Different curves correspond to fixing the other parameters to different values. All curves have a single
maximum. Figure 5.4(b) shows the performance curves over np ranging from 1 to 128. These curves are searched
in step 8 of algorithm 2. As can be observed that there are some performance drops off the original curves in 5.4(a)
at some particular np values. The performance curves recover from those drops gradually to the original curves. We
don’t understand the underlying reason for these performance drops, however, since the dropping points are not in
power of two values, in most cases algorithm 1 can still find the global optimum as if the curve is a unimodal function.
Figure 5.5, which is based on data collected on G6800U platform, shows the sensitivities and interaction of mrt ∗
and mc ∗ parameters. As described in section 5.1.4, both mrt ∗ and mc ∗ range over {(1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 4), (2, 2)}.
For each combination of mrt ∗ and mc ∗, we tested five np values at {2, 4, 8, 16, 32}. On G6800U platform, mc =
2×2 achieves 2X to 2.5X speedup over mc = 1×1. mrt = 2×2 can further achieve 10% speedup over mrt = 1×1.
The best mrt ∗ and mc ∗ values are platform dependent.
For the “unroll” parameter, our experiments show that unroll = 0 is almost always better than unroll = 1. It is
because for profiles that do not support branch instruction, the fxc and cgc compilers automatically unrolls the loop
even if unroll is set to zero. For profiles supporting branch instruction, the compilers determine whether to unroll the
loop based on the length of the shader even if unroll is set to zero. Hence, generating high-level code with explicit
loop-unrolling does not benefit performance in both cases.
For the profile parameter, we find in all of the four platforms we tested that profiles supporting more capabilities
generally perform better than profiles supporting fewer capabilities. For example, for “DirectX” back end, perfor-
mance increases in the order of “ps20”, “ps2b”, “ps2a”, “ps30”. For “OpenGL” back end, performance increases in
the order of “arb”, “fp30” and “fp40”.
For the compiler parameter, we find both fxc and cgc generate codes of equivalent quality on all platforms.
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Figure 5.4: Sensitivity of np parameter.
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Chapter 6
Frequent Pattern Mining and Support
Vector Machine
6.1 Frequent Pattern Mining
Frequent pattern mining, which is also known as frequent itemset mining, was first formalized by Agrawal et al. [AIS93]
for association rule mining. It can be described as follows: Let I = {i1, i2, . . . , in} be a set of n items, and let
D = {T1, T2, . . . , Tm} be a set of m transactions, where each transaction Ti is a subset of I . Any subset of I is called
an itemset. An itemset of length k is called a k-itemset. For an itemset X , the projected transaction database for X ,
T (X) = {t|X ⊆ t, t ∈ D}, is the set of transactions in D including X . The support (|T (X)|) for an itemset X is the
number of transactions including the itemset. An itemset is frequent if its support is beyond a user specified threshold,
called minimum support or support threshold. The task of frequent pattern mining is to discover all frequent item sets.
The problem of identifying all frequent item sets is computationally intensive. Given a transaction database with
n items, there are potentially 2n item sets, which form a lattice of subsets over I as shown in figure 6.1. However,
usually only a small fraction of the whole subset lattice space is frequent. Several algorithms have been proposed
in literature [AIS93, AS94, GZ01, Goe02, BCG01, SON95, ZPOL97, HPY00, LPWH02, PHL+01, ZG03] to mine
frequent patterns efficiently. Almost all of the algorithms take advantage of the downward closure property to prune
the subset lattice – the property that all subsets of a frequent itemset must be frequent themselves. According to the
order they search in the subset lattice, these algorithms can be divided into breadth-first-search and depth-first-search
types. Apriori [AS94] and FP-Growth [HPY00] are two representatives of each. In this paper, we consider only
depth-first-search algorithms as they were found more efficient than breadth-first-search algorithms by prior research.
During the FIMI workshops [GZ03a, JGZ04] more than 20 different implementations of the several published
algorithms were evaluated and compared on several data sets, most of which were real-world data sets. The FIMI
workshop showed that there was no single algorithm that outperformed all the others for all the inputs. Out of all the
tested implementations, two implementations of the FP Growth [GZ03b] algorithm and the LCM [UKA04] algorithm
got awards for best average performance at the FIMI workshops of 2003 and 2004, respectively. For the work in this
paper we take these two algorithms and Eclat. Eclat has been added because it seems to perform well on inputs that
are bad for LCM and FP Growth, so that it complements these two algorithms.
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Figure 6.1: The search space of the subset lattice
Next we describe the three algorithms we focus on, paying special attention to the input characteristics that deter-
mine the performance of these algorithms compared to the others.
6.2 Algorithm Description
6.2.1 FP Growth
FP Growth was first proposed by Han et al. [HPY00]. This algorithm uses an augmented prefix tree, called FP Tree
(Frequent Pattern Tree) to represent the database in a compact way. The FP Tree is very efficient at compressing
datasets when many transactions share common prefixes, as shown in Figure 6.2. The FP Growth algorithm proceeds
by performing two data scans over the original database; the first one counts the number of occurrences of each item,
and the second one builds the initial FP Tree. Then, recursively builds smaller FP Trees that represent projected
databases, consisting of all transactions containing a particular itemset. Experimental results [GZ03b, GBP+05] show
that FP Growth spends most of the time building and traversing the FP Trees. To reduce this overhead, the authors
of [GZ03b] implemented a variant of the original FP Growth algorithm where a 2D array that counts the frequencies
of all pairs of frequent items is constructed at the same time as each FP Tree. This optimization results in significant
performance savings when the dataset is sparse. The implementation in [GZ03b] only uses the 2D array optimization
when the dataset appears to be sparse. Another potential problem of the FP Growth algorithm is that each node in
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Figure 6.2: FP Tree example.(a) Dataset with only the (ordered) frequent items and (b) corresponding FP Tree
the FP Tree requires four pointers, one to the parent, one to the child, one to the sibling to the right, and another to
the next node with the same item. These pointers may add significant overhead to the traversal of the FP Tree and
increase the memory consumption.
For the results reported in this paper we use the implementation from [GZ03b], which outperformed many
other popular frequent mining algorithms and received the best implementation award from the FIMI 2003 work-
shop [GZ03a].
6.2.2 LCM
LCM [UAUA03, UKA04] (Linear time Closed itemset Miner) algorithm creates projected databases only for frequent
closed item sets. An itemset P is a closed itemset if it is not properly contained in an itemset Q with the same
support as P . LCM generates the remaining frequent item sets by enumeration. This technique is called hyper-cube
decomposition: Suppose that P is a frequent itemset, P ∩Q = ∅ and any transaction that contains P also contains Q.
Then P ∪Q′ is a frequent itemset, for any Q′ ⊆ Q. Furthermore, if P is an itemset, then there is an itemset Q ⊆ P so
that Q is a closed itemset with the same support as P . Thus, the item sets can be partitioned so that each component
consists of all the item sets {P ∪Q′ : Q′ ⊆ Q}, where P is closed, and P ∩Q = ∅. This hyper-cube decomposition
can significantly speedup the mining process when projected databases have many co-occurring items.
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Algorithm 3 FP-Growth algorithm
FP-GROWTH (T : FPTree, suffix: itemset)
If tree has only one path
Output 2path∪ suffix
Else
Foreach frequent one item e in the header table
Output the {e}∪ suffix as frequent
FIRSTSCAN: Use the header list for e to find all frequent items in conditional pattern base C for e
SECONDSCAN: If we find at least one frequent item in the conditional pattern base, use the header
list for e, and T to generate conditional prefix tree N
If N 
= {} then
FP-GROWTH(N , {e}∪suffix)
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LCM uses arrays to represent projected transaction databases instead of FP Trees. Figure 6.4 illustrates the data
structure used by LCM to represent the same database shown in Figure 6.2-(a). The transaction database is a list of
transactions, where each transaction is represented by an array containing item IDs. The OccArray has one record for
each item; the record contains an array of pointers to the transactions that include the corresponding item. In most
cases, the array representation of LCM is less compact than the FP Tree in FP Growth. However, the advantage of
LCM is that it has more spatial locality on memory accesses than FP Growth where the extensive use of pointers and
associated pointer-chasing during the FP Tree traversal can degrade performance.
6.2.3 Eclat
Eclat [ZPOL97] is another well-known depth-first-search frequent pattern mining algorithm. Eclat uses a vertical
(item-major) representation of the database; each column record corresponds to an item, or an itemset, and lists the
transactions containing this item (resp. itemset). During the recursive depth-first-search of the subset lattice, records
are intersected to compute the record corresponding to the union of the two corresponding item sets.
Eclat can store the itemset records either in sparse or in dense format. Figure 6.6-(a) shows the dense representation
of the data set in Figure 6.2-(a), where each item record is a bit vector, and 1 indicates the occurrence of an item in a
transaction. Bit vector representation allows direct use of bit operation instructions. However, when there are too few
1’s in the bit matrix, it is more efficient to represent the bit matrix in sparse format as shown in figure 6.6-(b), where
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Algorithm 4 LCM algorithm
LCM (T : transactional database, max: max item)
for i ← 0 to max− 1
call LCMITER(T , i)
LCMITER (T : transactional database, max: max item)
// θ: threshold
// P: current solution
// C: closed itemset
// CAN :candidate itemset
// INF : infrequent set of items
// F : frequent itemset
P ← P ∪ {max}
call CALCFREQ(T , max, T (max))
Foreach item i < max
If |T (i)| == |T (max)|
C ← C ∪ {i}
If θ ≤ |T (i)| < |T (max)|
CAN ← CAN ∪ {i}
// P|Set union each s ∈ Set with P
F ← F ∪ (P|2C)
rebuild TransTable, removing items in INF , C
rmDupTrans(TransTable)
for each item i in CAN
LCMITER(TransTable, i)
CALCFREQ(T : transaction database, max: max item
, occ: T (max))
// freq[i] : |T (i)|
Foreach t ∈ occ
Foreach i ∈ t and i < max
freq[i]++
Foreach i < max and |T (i)| < θ
INF ← INF ∪ {i}
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each record is a list of transaction IDs. [ZG03] proposed an optimization for vertical algorithms based on diffset. The
idea is to only keep track of the differences in the transaction IDs of a candidate itemset from its generating item sets.
The diffset idea can significantly reduce the memory usage of Eclat.
In this paper, we use the Eclat implementation [Bor04] from the FIMI workshop. This implementation switches
between dense and sparse representation based on the bit-matrix density, but does not implement the diffset idea
from [ZG03].
Algorithm 5 Eclat algorithm
ECLAT (M : transaction database)
For i ← n− 1 down to 0
For j ← 0 to i− 1
// Mi is the ith row of matrix M
newRow ← Mi ∧Mj —————— (∗)
support ← count support(newRow)
If support > θ
add newRow to m′
ECLAT(m′)
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(b) Sparse representation
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Figure 6.6: Dense and sparse vertical representation
6.3 Support Vector Machine
Support vector machine [Vap95] is a powerful kernel based machine learning algorithm. It has been widely used in
many application domains for hard learning problems, such as optical character recognition, text categorization, and
biological sequencing, etc. Next we briefly describe the SVM learning algorithm.
Support vector machine is a kernel based learning algorithm. The main idea of kernel based learning is to embed
an input space X into a vector space N , of high dimensionality. After that linear algorithms, that are efficient and
well understood, can be used for classification and regression. Figure 6.7 shows that two linearly non-separable classes
become linearly separable after embedding the points from a two dimensional space into a three dimensional space.
The embedding mapping is often denoted by φ : X → N .
We do not need to perform the embedding explicitly as long as we can compute the pairwise inner products of the
image vectors of any pair of data points. We assume that a kernel function K(x, y) = 〈φ(x), φ(y)〉 is available to
perform this calculation.
Consider a binary classification problem. A support vector machine embeds the input data points into a high
dimensional feature space and then searches for a separating hyperplane that maximizes the minimum distance from
any point to the hyperplane, as illustrated in Figure 6.9.
After an SVM based classification system is obtained, it can be used to predict the class of a test point by calculat-
ing on which side of the hyperplane a point lies. The framework can be easily extended to classifiers with more than
two classes, using multiple separating hyperplanes.
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Figure 6.7: Two linearly non-separable classes become linearly separable after embedding the points from a two
dimensional space into a three dimensional space
Figure 6.8: A separating plane in high dimensional space corresponding to non-linear separating plane in the original
space
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Margin
Figure 6.9: a separating hyperplane that maximizes the minimum distance from any point to the hyperplane
Kernels Definition
Linear K(xi, xj) = xi xj
Polynomial K(xi, xj) = (γxi xj + r)d, γ > 0
Radial Basis Function (RBF) K(xi, xj) = e−γ‖xi−xj‖2 , γ > 0
Table 6.1: Some commonly used SVM kernels
Different kernel functions can be plugged into the SVMs framework in a modular manner. Table 6.1 shows some
commonly used kernel functions by SVM. Customized kernel functions can also be used to incorporate domain-
specific knowledge.
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Chapter 7
Automatic Algorithm Selection for
Frequent Pattern Mining using Support
Vector Machine
7.1 Introduction
Frequent pattern mining is the problem of finding subsets of items that occur frequently in a set of transactions. It
has many applications such as finding association rules, correlations, or causality. Since the introduction by Agrawal
et al. [AIS93], a large number of algorithms have been proposed. During the FIMI (Frequent Itemset Mining Im-
plementations) workshops [GZ03a, JGZ04] different implementations of well-known pattern mining algorithms were
submitted and their relative performances were evaluated on a few datasets. The results of these experiments showed
that there was no single algorithm that outperformed all the others on all data sets. Figure 7.1 shows some experi-
mental results that we ran with three frequent pattern mining algorithms (FP Growth, LCM and Eclat) on some of the
real-world data sets taken from the repository in the FIMI workshop. As the figure shows none of these algorithms
is always the best. However, there is no clear understanding of the input characteristics that determine which is the
best algorithm. The problem of how to systematically choose the best algorithm for any given input remains largely
untouched.
When no algorithm dominates, one is faced with the problem of deciding which algorithm to use; in 1976 Rice
named this the algorithm selection problem [Ric76]. The basic idea is that the algorithms provide a classification of
inputs, with each class consisting of the set of inputs for which a particular algorithm is better. One wishes to find a
classifier that associates (with high probability) each input to the correct class. One approach that has been studied
by several authors [LBNA+03, LGP05, TTT+05] is to use machine learning algorithms for this purpose: A training
set of inputs are selected; the algorithms are run on these inputs and each input is labeled with the best algorithm; the
classifier is trained to identify the labels; the resulting classifier is then used during execution to select which algorithm
to run.
There are two choices that are critical to the success of this approach: (1) one needs to select a set of features
that are used to classify inputs; this feature set should be easy to evaluate and should be sufficient to distinguish
inputs that have different labels; and (2) one needs to use a training set that is reasonably representative of real
inputs. Both are hard problems especially for frequent pattern mining. To solve (1) we need to understand the design
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Figure 7.2: The components and the work flow of our SVM based algorithm selection system
obtained the best average performance for all the tested inputs. We believe that the approach will extend to other
choices of basic frequent pattern mining algorithms.
7.2 Our Approach
In this Section we describe the approach we have followed for algorithm prediction. Section 7.2.1 presents an overview
of the approach, Section 7.2.2 discusses the features used for the selection, and Section 7.2.3 discusses the synthetic
data generator used to train the SVM system.
7.2.1 The Algorithm Prediction Framework
Figure 7.2 depicts the components in our SVM based algorithm prediction system, which can be divided into two
stages: the training stage and the execution stage. In the training stage, a synthetic data set generator is used to
randomly generate thousands of synthetic data sets. The three algorithms are empirically evaluated by running them
on the synthetic data sets with different support thresholds. Each input d = (t, ξ), which consists of a data set t and a
support threshold ξ, is represented by a set of feature values x ∈ N and labeled with the best algorithm found for it
during the empirical evaluation. These labeled training points are input to the SVM learning module to train an SVM
model.
During the execution stage, the feature values x′ ∈ N of an input (t′, ξ′) are extracted at runtime. The SVM
model produced in the training stage is consulted to predict the best algorithm for the input based on its feature values
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x′. The predicted algorithm is then invoked to perform the actual mining task.
7.2.2 Feature Selection
Selecting the right features for the learning module is critical for the system to predict accurately. In fact, most of
our research efforts have been dedicated to the search of the appropriate features to differentiate the three algorithms.
Before we explain our selected features, it is important to notice two issues. The first is that the operation needed to
extract the feature values from a given data set must be computationally cheap. If the feature values are too expensive to
compute, the benefit of accurate algorithm prediction will be offset by the added run-time overhead. This requirement
precludes the use of features directly related to the actual mining results. The second issue is that the features should
be extracted after filtering out all the infrequent items from the data set, rather than using the original input data set.
The reason is that all frequent pattern mining algorithms need to filter out infrequent items before starting the mining
process. The filtering process typically accounts for a small portion of the total execution time, and as a result, filtered
data set’s features capture more accurately the input characteristics determining algorithm performance. Thus, from
now on in this section the input data set will refer to the filtered input data set.
Qualitative Analysis on Algorithm Selection
In order to select a useful feature set, it is important to have a qualitative understanding of input features that may cause
one algorithm to run faster than another. Since all these algorithms traverse the search space in the same order (depth-
first order), the major difference between them is in the data structure used to represent the database. FP Growth uses
a FP Tree, LCM uses two arrays, and Eclat uses a bit matrix. The bit matrix representation is more efficient when
the database is large and dense. However, since the Eclat implementation we use does not implement the diffset idea,
the bit matrix gets sparser when recursing down the search space, and becomes more and more inefficient compared
with LCM’s arrays and FP Growth’s FP Tree. Hence, intuitively Eclat will have better performance than LCM and
FP Growth when the input database is large, dense, and the search space is shallow.
The major difference between LCM and FP Growth is the data structure and the number of projected databases.
LCM only recurses for closed itemsets and enumerates all other frequent itemsets by using the hyper-cube decompo-
sition. If the number of frequent closed itemsets is much smaller than the number of frequent itemsets, LCM should
have better performance. When the number of frequent closed itemsets is close to the number of frequent itemsets,
the representation of the database (arrays versus FP Tree) is the main factor determining the performance difference
between the two algorithms. If the FP Tree representation can effectively compact the database so that the compressed
tree can fit in the cache, while the array representation exceeds it, FP Growth is likely to perform better. The problem
of FP Growth is that it uses several pointers for each node in the tree, and if the compression ratio of the FP Tree
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structure is not big enough, the FP Tree may end up using more memory than the array. In addition, traversing the
trees in FP Growth requires extensive pointer chasing, what results in less spatial locality and more non-overlapped
memory accesses than the array structure of LCM.
Selected Features
In our search for the appropriate features, we have tried many intuitive features and their combinations, such as
‘the number of transactions’, ‘the number of frequent items’, ‘the support threshold’, ‘the supports of all frequent
items’, ‘the supports of some pair itemsets’, ‘the histogram of transaction lengths’, ‘average transaction length’,
‘standard deviation of transaction length’, ‘average support of frequent items’, and ‘standard deviation of frequent
item supports’. These features were not effective at predicting the best algorithm. To predict accurately, we had to
thoroughly study every aspect of the algorithm design and the implementation details of them to search for features
that best differentiate their performance.
The qualitative analysis of Section 7.2.2 suggests that we should focus on features that estimate the sparseness
of the data set, the depth of the recursion tree, and the frequency of co-occurring items – the similarity between
transactions. This motivates the choice below.
Feature Description
size The size of the input
density The density of the data set
height A measure of search depth
similarity A measure of transaction similarity
Table 7.1: The selected features.
Table 7.1 lists the selected features: size, density, height, and similarity. We further justify the feature selection in
Section 7.2.2.
• size captures the size of the problem. It is the total number of occurrences of items in transactions (the number
of 1’s in a bit matrix representation of the database).
• density captures the density of a data set. It is the average number of 1’s in the bit matrix representing the
database. This is mathematically equivalent to the average transaction length, divided by the number of items,
or the average number of occurrences of an item, divided by the number of transactions.
• height is defined as h = 1 − ξ/d, where ξ is the support threshold and d is the density. Since d is a measure
of item frequency, h is a measure of the “headroom” in the database, an estimate of how far from the support
threshold it is.
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Figure 7.3: Examples for the Selected Features
• similarity captures how similar the transactions are to each other.
As an example, suppose that we have an input consisting of the data set in figure 7.3(a), with a normalized support
threshold of ξ = 0.2. Its size is 18, its density is 18/30 = 0.6 and its height is 1 − 0.2/0.6 ≈ 0.667. These first
three features are relatively easy to understand and compute, whereas the similarity feature needs more explanation.
This is done in the next section.
Similarity Between Transactions
We use a normalized Hamming distance to measure the distance between transactions. By definition, Hamming
distance between two strings of equal length is the number of positions for which the corresponding symbols are
different. We normalize the Hamming distance by dividing by the total number of unique items contained in both
transactions. The normalized Hamming distance between two itemsets P and Q is formally defined as 1 − |P ∩
Q|/|P ∪Q|.
Figure 7.3(b) illustrates the normalized Hamming distance of two transactions of the data set in figure 7.3(a). In
the example, the number of items occurring in only one transaction is 3. The total number of unique items is 5. Hence
the normalized Hamming distance between them is 0.6.
Normalized Hamming distance computes the distance between a pair of transactions, but what we need is a metric
that captures global similarity. We do that by using clustering. We use the average-linkage hierarchical agglomerative
clustering, which works as follows. We start with N transactions, each of which is considered a cluster, compute the
O(N2) pair-wise distances between these clusters, and save them in an array. Then, the clustering process clusters
the N transactions into one cluster in N − 1 steps. At each step, the two nearest clusters (the ones with the smallest
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Figure 7.4: Similarity vs. Sampling Size
distance) are grouped into one new cluster. These two clustered are deleted from the array, and the new cluster is
added to the array. To compute the distance between the new cluster and all the other clusters in the array we use
the “average-linkage”, which computes distance between two clusters as the average of distances between all pairs
of transactions, where each pair is made up of one transaction from each cluster. During the N − 1 steps, N − 1
inter-cluster distances are found. We use the average value of these N − 1 values as the metric that measures the
similarities of all the transactions.
One problem with the hierarchical clustering algorithm is that it has O(N2) complexity. Real-world data sets
usually have tens of thousands of transactions or even more, so it is very expensive to compute the clustering using all
the transactions. To overcome the problem we have used random sampling. To validate the use of random sampling,
we have checked the effect of sample size when varying the size of the sample from 100 to 1000 randomly chosen
transactions from the real-world data sets described in Section 7.3.1. Figure 7.4 shows the similarity values measured.
The Figure shows that as the sampling size increases, the similarity value changes slightly. It also shows that the
relative differences between the data sets’ similarity values is almost independent of the sampling size.
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Rationale Behind the Selected Features
In section 7.2.2, we have discussed some qualitative characteristics of the input data set that will determine the relative
performance of the three algorithms we are interested in. In this section we relate those characteristics to the selected
features.
Eclat’s performance would be better than the other two when the data set is large, dense, and the search space is
shallow. Size and density can capture the size and density of the data set, and the height together with the similarity
can determine the depth of the search space. Height tells how much room is available for the support to decrease
from the average item support values to the support threshold. The higher this value is, the more room there is for the
support to decrease. Similarity determines how quickly the support of the itemsets decrease in the subset lattice. The
more correlated the transactions are, the more slowly the support values decrease in the search space. Therefore, the
smaller height and similarity are, the more shallow the search space is.
Differentiating between LCM and FP Growth is harder. The main factor to determine the best of these two
algorithms is the difference between the number of frequent closed itemset number and the number of all frequent
itemsets. This is captured by the similarity feature, since the more similar the transactions are, the more likely is that
there are items occurring in all transactions of a projected database. If the transactions are not similar, the relative
performance of LCM and FP Growth will be determined by the efficiency of the array and FP Tree representations.
When the problem size is small enough to fit in L2 cache, FP Growth will be less efficient. The pointer-chasing
overhead to traverse the FP Tree will degrade performance of FP Growth compared to LCM, since the access to the
array representation of LCM will be faster. If the data set is large, and overflows the L2, FP Growth can outperform
LCM because the FP Tree structure can compress the data set more efficiently than the array representation. The size
feature can help to predict this. Finally, experimental results have shown that LCM behaves better than FP Growth
when the data set is sparse, as measured by the density feature. However, we have not observed significant differences
between LCM and FP Growth based on the height feature. Table 7.2 shows each algorithm’s favorite area in the
feature space.
Algorithms Size Density Height Similarity
FP Growth large medium big medium
LCM small sparse big high
Eclat large dense small low
Table 7.2: The three algorithms’ favorite area in the feature space.
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we tested, while the other two algorithms only won in 0.47% of the inputs. For this experiment the IBM generator
parameter values for “number of transaction”, “number of items”, and “average transaction length” were set to a
randomly selected value in the range of the actual values of the real-world data sets. Figure 7.5(b) shows that on the
synthetic data sets, LCM’s average performance is quite close to optimal, that corresponds to the performance obtained
when the data set is mined using the best of the three algorithms. However, for the real-world data sets, figure 7.5(c)
shows that LCM is the best algorithm in only 50% of the cases. The performance of optimal is almost twice better
than that of LCM as shown in figure 7.5(d).
Previous research by Zheng et al. [ZKM01] already noticed the inconsistencies in the performance behavior of
the mining algorithms on the IBM generated data sets and the real-world data sets. We have investigated the reasons
for these differences, and found that the item frequency distribution of the real world data sets is very different from
the one in the synthetic data sets. As shown in Figure 7.6, if we sort the item frequencies in descending order (item
frequencies are normalized by the transaction number), the curves of the synthetic data sets, which are the two used
by FIMI workshop, are much lower and smoother than those of the real-world data sets. The first consequence of this
is that synthetic data sets tend to be sparser than real-world data sets (and LCM tends to perform better in sparse data
sets).
Obviously, the data sets generated by the IBM generator are not appropriate to train our SVM system. As a
result, we had to modify it to generate synthetic data sets that have algorithm variability. We studied how the IBM
generator works, and observed that in a first stage, the generator uses an “exponential” distribution to generate nitems,
which is a generator parameter, random numbers ni. They are then normalized by dividing by the sum of all of them
(∑nitemsi=1 ni). The normalized nitems random numbers are used to obtain a cumulative probability distribution
from where items will be selected to build patterns (in the IBM generator patterns are sets of items which allow
duplicates) that are subsequently used to build transactions in the next stages of the generator. Since the number of
items is usually large (the minimum value of nitems in the IBM generator is 1000), the normalization will result in
these nitems items having a similar and low probability of being chosen, as shown by the item frequency curves in
Figure 7.6. We modified the IBM generator in two aspects: (1) we decrease the minimum value of nitems from 1000
to 100, which causes the result data set more similar to the real-world data sets. (2) In addition to the exponential
distribution, we inject various kinds of item frequency distributions, such as “Gaussian”, “Uniform”, “Zipf ”, and
“Poisson” distributions. Figure 7.7 shows that after injecting these new item frequency distributions, Eclat began to
win in more than 30% of the cases, but FP Growth was still relatively inferior in performance in almost all synthetic
data sets. Therefore, we used a more advanced statistical tool – “kernel density estimator” to simulate the item
frequency distribution from some real-world data sets.
Kernel density estimator is a generalization and improvement of histogram in statistics. Suppose we have a his-
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Figure 7.6: Item frequency curves for synthetic data sets and real-world data sets
togram of the item frequencies as illustrated in Figure 7.8(a), where the number of items that have a given item
frequency is shown. The problem with histogram is that it is not smooth and depend on the width of the bins (in
the Figure the width is 1). Kernel density estimator can be used to achieve a smooth non-parametric probability
distribution function to approximate the underlying probability distribution function of the histogram.
The idea is to calculate the probability density function value of any point by a weighted sum of the function
values at the observed points. Kernel estimators smooth out the contribution of each observed data point over a local
neighborhood of that data point. The contribution of data point xi to the estimate at some point x′ depends on how
apart xi and x′ are. The extent of this contribution is dependent upon the shape of the kernel function adopted and the
width (bandwidth) accorded to it. If we denote the kernel function as K and its bandwidth by h, the estimated density
at any point x′ is:
f(x′) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
K(
x′ − xi
h
)
The choice of the kernel function K usually is not as important as the choice of the bandwidth h. In our case, we
use the “Gaussian” kernel function K(u) = 1√
2π
exp(− 12u2) As for the bandwidth, we empirical tested a few values
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Each data set is used with 10 different support thresholds, which results in a total of 10,000 synthetic inputs. The
10 support thresholds were chosen from the range that make the number of frequent items to be in the range of the
real-world data sets.
Performance evaluation: FP Growth, LCM and Eclat are used to mine the 10,000 synthetic inputs. For this
empirical evaluation we used a multi-computer cluster. The cluster consists of 100 computing nodes, where each
node has a dual 1 GHz Pentium III Xeon processor and 1GB of memory. Only one of the processors was used
to avoid memory contention between the two processors in each node. For the evaluation we enforce a maximum
execution time of 800 seconds. If the algorithm does not complete within that period, the process is terminated and
the maximum execution time is recorded as the execution time. By concurrently using 100 processors, the total
performance evaluation takes 6 to 10 hours.
Algorithm implementations: The LCM, FP Growth and Eclat implementations we use are all from the FIMI
2004 workshop’s implementation repository. We fixed a performance bug of the FP Growth implementation which
deals with single-path FP Tree by recursively enumerating the powerset of the items in the path. We replaced it with
the routine from LCM which analytically calculates the supports for the powerset instead of enumerating them recur-
sively. This optimization improves FP Growth’s performance on “pumsb star” data set with small support thresholds
by an order of magnitude, and it also improved FP Growth’s predictability. For Eclat, we fixed a small performance
bug, which unnecessarily keeps all empty transactions after filtering infrequent items. The LCM implementation is
used as provided by the FIMI workshop.
Training points selection: Although we generated a total of 10,000 synthetic inputs, not all of them were included
as training points. The reason is that some inputs are more useful than the others for training. For example, some inputs
are too trivial for the three algorithm since they all complete in less than 1 second. Some inputs are too hard for all of
them and none of them completes within the given maximum period. Obviously, these two kinds of inputs are of little
value for training. The operating system might introduce performance noise into the evaluations by context-switching,
page-swapping etc. Some inputs are more susceptible to the noise especially when the difference between the fastest
algorithm and the second fastest is small. Also, we prefer to improve the prediction accuracy on mining tasks that
take longer than tasks that take shorter. Due to these considerations, we adopted the following training point selection
strategy: an input is included into the training set if the fastest algorithm takes longer than 2 seconds and the fastest
algorithm is at least faster than the second fastest by 10 seconds. When using this strategy, 2360 points remained in
the training set and were used to train the SVM model.
SVM learning module: In our system, we use the popular SVM library libsvm [CL01] as the learning module.
We choose to use the RBF kernel, because it offers non-linear learning capability and has fewer parameters to tune
than the polynomial kernel. We directly take advantage of libsvm’s multi-class classification functionality to predict
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Figure 7.12: Prediction results on four real data sets: accidents, chess, webdocs and pumsb. The X-axis plots the
support threshold, while the Y-axis plots the execution time in seconds using a logarithmic scale.
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Figure 7.13: Prediction results on four real data sets: pumsb star, connect, mushroom and retail. The X-axis plots the
support threshold, while the Y-axis plots the execution time in seconds using a logarithmic scale.
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Figure 7.14: Prediction results on four real data sets: kosarak, BMS-POS, BMS-WebView-1 and BMS-WebView-2. The
X-axis plots the support threshold, while the Y-axis plots the execution time in seconds using a logarithmic scale.
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Figure 7.15: Clustering time vs. sampling size.
SVM system correctly predicts on these important inputs, although it mispredicts on some inputs where the penalty of
misprediction is relatively small. This misprediction is mainly due to our training point selection strategy described in
Section 7.3.1 that emphasizes prediction accuracy on important tasks.
The feature values in Table 7.3 can explain why each algorithm wins on the four important inputs. For exam-
ple,“webdocs” has a large “size”, its little “similarity” and small “height” results in a shallow search space, and the
“density” is reasonably big. As a result, Eclat is better than the other two algorithms. Both “chess” and “pumsb”
have small “size”, high “similarity” and large “height”, what makes LCM’s “hyper-cube decomposition much more
efficient by constructing significantly fewer transaction databases. “Accidents” has a large “size” and medium “simi-
larity”, which makes “FP Tree” representation more efficient than LCM’s array representation.
Figure 7.12, 7.13 and 7.14 shows the prediction results on all the real-world inputs for different values of support
threshold. In most cases the prediction identifies the best algorithm, and in case of misprediction the selected algorithm
is still competitive in performance. Notice that the prediction is more accurate on inputs that take longer to mine than
on the smaller inputs.
7.3.3 Prediction Overhead
We measured the runtime prediction overhead of our prediction system, which consists of two parts: the extraction
of the features and the prediction using the SVM model. The “size”, “density” and “height” features can be extracted
while filtering out infrequent items, therefore they incur negligible overhead. The “similarity” feature is expensive to
80
obtain because the “hierarchical clustering” algorithm has O(N2) complexity. For our current system, the clustering
is implemented in Perl without any performance optimization consideration. Figure 7.15 shows the execution time
of the clustering algorithm versus the sampling size. As it can be seen, the execution time grows very fast with
increasing sampling size. However, as shown in Figure 7.4, increasing sampling size does not affect “similarity”
value much. Hence, in our system, we used the sampling size of 100, whose clustering time is less than 0.5 seconds.
Calling the SVM module to perform the prediction is usually completed in less than 10 miliseconds. Thus, the overall
runtime prediction overhead is less than 1 second. For non trivial mining tasks which take longer than one minute,
this overhead is negligible.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Conclusions
In conclusion, the thesis extends the automatic library generation methodology to two new domains, a specialized
architecture and a new application domains. Specifically, we built the first automatic tuning system to generate nu-
merical libraries for graphics hardware. We studied automatic generation of high-performance matrix multiplication
on graphics hardware, as matrix multiplication is the most important building block for a variety of numerical libraries.
In contrast to ATLAS [WPD01], which utilizes register tiling, cache blocking and instruction scheduling to achieve
high performance on pipelined processor with deep memory hierarchy, our approach automatically tunes matrix mul-
tiplication to graphics hardware’s unconventional architecture features, such as SIMD instruction with swizzling and
smearing, multiple-render-targets, limited instruction count, limitation on branch instruction, varying shader models,
etc. Our automatic tuning system is capable to generate matrix multiplication implementations with comparable per-
formance to expert manually tuned version despite the significant overhead incurred due to the use of a high level
language.
To attack problems where the relative performance among several algorithms differ on varying input data, we
implement an automatic algorithm selection system for frequent pattern mining problem using support vector machine.
In particular (1) we identify a set of input features that can guide the selection and (2) we show how to generate
synthetic data sets that are representative of the real-world data sets and that can be used to train the input classifier.
As a result of our contribution, we obtain an algorithm that is better that any of the three selected algorithms (LCM,
FP Growth, and Eclat). Our experiments show that the performance of the predicted algorithm is on the average
only 12.5% worse than that of the optimal algorithm, and 65.3% better than LCM that obtained the best average
performance for all the tested inputs. We believe that the approach will extend to other choices of basic frequent
pattern mining algorithms.
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8.2 Future research directions
There are several potential future research directions to extend the work presented in the thesis.
First it is possible to build library generators on graphics hardware for other libraries, such as sorting, signal pro-
cessing, etc. Automatic tuning for sorting and signal processing for general purpose processors has been extensively
studied by previous research. Mapping sorting and signal processing algorithms for graphics hardware have also been
well studied. Extending the library generator for sorting and signal processing on graphics hardware generally should
be a natural extension of the thesis’s work.
Second, as graphics hardware evolves so fast, in the past one to two years after the work of automatic matrix
multiply library generator for GPUs was built, graphics hardware underwent a significant advancement in architecture.
Its architecture design and features have dramatically changed and become more general purpose. New high-level
programming models is supported by nVidia graphics cards so that our approach becomes more practical. It is worth
studying the opportunities in adapting the automatic matrix multiply library generator to the new architecture, which
significantly divert from the previous architecture models.
Third, new specialized architectures such as the Cell processors and network processors also offers tremendous
computing power to utilize. How to build library generators for these new specialized architectures poses new chal-
lenges different from those for graphics hardware. Extending automatic library generation for these architectures
should make significant contributions as well.
Fourth, in the thesis, we only picked three algorithms and focus on the algorithm selection problem on them. The
features selected are handmade according to the algorithms’ performance characteristics. It would be an interesting
and challenging research topic to extend the research into a more general framework, so that it can be applied to more
algorithms and be as oblivious to each individual algorithm’s performance behavior as possible.
Fifth, in this thesis, the algorithm is selected in the beginning of the mining process. As the frequent mining
problem is a recursive process, which can be decomposed into small similar problems as the recursion goes down. It
would be an interesting and challenging research topic to build a hybrid mining algorithm out of single algorithms by
automatic switching between different algorithms in different stages of the recursion. This method has actually been
successfully tested in building hybrid sorting algorithms out of well known sorting algorithms.
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